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Middle Eastern cultures,
lifestyles, explored

Civilian review board of BG
police's actions vetoed
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SPORTS
Highly touted men's
basketball team to
eature fast pace
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BRIEFLY
Campus
Soviet rock performed:

The University's Russian
Club will present GAZA — a
live Soviet band — to perform 7:30 this evening in the
Northeast Commons.
Admission for the event
will be $2.50. For more information, call 352-2433.
Exhibition game
slated:

The men's basketball
team will host the Israeli
Select Team in exhibition
action Friday, Nov. 16 at 8
p.m. in Anderson Arena.
The Israeli Select Team fills
the void created with the
cancellation of the Sibenka
Basketball Club of Yugoslavia game slated for the
same evening.
The game will be the Falcons last exhibition contest
before opening the regular
season at home against
Heidelberg on Nov. 26.
Friday's game will be the
first contest on the Israeli
Selects' tour which also includes games at Eastern
Michigan, Central Michigan, University of Detroit,
and Cleveland State.
Students with a vaild University ID will be admitted
free.

World

University budget cuts predicted
by Jeremy S. Weber
The University is facing a
threat of budget cuts, which could
significantly affect several programs on campus.
University President Paul Olscamp said he believes the University will be faced with a budget reduction in early December.
The University has not had a
budget cut since 1982.
'Tm not making any bones
about it," he said. "I expect a reduction in the University's budget."
Olscamp said he expects one of
three things to happen in early
December:
■Gov. Richard Celeste will announce statewide higher education reductions;
■The Ohio state legislature will
go into action and attempt to
enact budget cuts for state universities;
■The Board of Regents will be
ordered to make cuts.
Olscamp said he expects budget reductions after November's
income tax figures are projected.
September's tax revenues were
$30 million less than projections
while October's were $17 more.
"[The November income] is
either going to be the straw that
breaks the camel's back or evidence that this is not going to be
too bad," he said. "I would be really surprised if we got through

"I'm not making any bones about
it. I expect a reduction in the
University's budget."

by Jeremy S. Weber

--University President Poul Olscamp

staff writer

Olscamp

this year without making budget
cuts."
The November tax revenues
are particularly telling due to the
rush of Christinas shoppers, he
said.
Olscamp would not speculate
on the amount of the reductions,
however.
"Nobody knows exactly what
the. long-range situation is going
to be," he said.
Olscamp met with the Interuniversity Council of Presidents
and the Ohio Board of Regents
Council last Thursday to discuss
possible budget cuts.
"All of them expect something's going to happen," he said.
Philip Mason, vice president of
University relations, was also in
Columbus Wednesday discussing
the situation with several other
universities' representatives.
Lester Barber, Olscamp's executive assistant, said a budget
cut would hurt the University, but
Crobably would not significantly
urt its day-to-day operations.

"I don't want to pretend there
won't be consequences," he said.
"But unless there's a severe cut,
the general University public
won't be too aware of it.
"What we're all hoping is that
the mandatory reductions are not
severe enough so that the cuts
have an impact on undergraduate
students."
Barber said he does not expect
undergraduate students to be affected unless the University
received a two percent cut or
more.
Christopher Dalton, the University's director of planning and
budgeting, also said students
would not be affected much.
"I don't think its anything students need to worry about," he
said. "It's a short-term problem.
When income comes in less than
expected, you have to reduce expenditures."
Olscamp said academic areas
will receive priority in the event

Along with the possibility of
budget cuts, the University
may be faced with fewer applicants to the school next
year.
Latest admissions figures
show admissions are down
about 10 percent from last
year, said University President Paul Olscamp.
However, he said these
numbers may pick up
ilightly.
"By the time this year's
Dver, we'll be a little better
than that — about seven to 10
percent behind last year," he
said.
Olscamp attributed the decrease to fewer high school
eniors in Ohio. Ohio Deartment of Education figres report the number of
iigh school seniors will drop
rom more than 150,000 in
1988-89 to about 120,000 in
1993-94.
"Everybody's in the same
x>at," Olscamp said.

;

C See Budget, page 5.

Lower admissions mean
the University will accept a
higher percentage of applicants. However, Olscamp
said this will not affect the
University's reputation or
standards.
"I would be concerned if
that meant accepting students with lower grades, but
that's not so," he said.
The University currently
accepts about 33 to 40 percent
of applicants, Olscamp said.
He said he would be comfortable with acceptance rates of
up to 50 percent.
Meanwhile, Olscamp said
fewer admissions gives the
University a chance to recruit
different types of students.
The University has focused
on recruiting non-traditional
students, out-of-state students ana foreign students.
"We need more foreign
students," he said. "Most
students do not have adequate exposure to people
from foreign cultures.''

Bush, Congress conflict

46 feared dead in
crash:

An Alitalia DC-9 with 40
passengers and six crew
members aboard crashed
during a rainstorm into a
hillside and exploded
Wednesday night outside
Zurich's airport, authorities
said.
All aboard flight AZ404,
en route from Milan to Zurich, were feared dead in the
8:20p.m. [2:20p.m. EST]
crash, said airport spokesman Peter Gutknecht.
Swiss Radio said wreckage was still burning more
than an hour after the plane
crashed five miles north of
the airport.

WASHINGTON (AP)- President Bush clashed Wednesday
with leaders of Congress trying to
limit his war-making powers but
assured anxious lawmakers he
has not decided to use military
force to push Iraqi troops out of
Kuwait.
In a two-hour meeting, Democratic leaders insisted that Bush
must seek congressional approval before taking military action in
the Persian Gulf. He refused to
give any such guarantee.
"The president did not indicate
either a commitment to do that or
refusal to do that," Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell
said later.
Secretary of State James
Baker III said Bush would follow
the Constitution, but he pointedly
added, "It's a question of what
the Constitution requires."

Gunman kill* 11 in
New Zealand:

In Aramoana, a tiny seaside village, police on
Wednesday fatally wounded
a gunman they said killed at
least 11 people in a shooting
rampage that was New Zealands worst massacre, officials said.
Police said 33-year-old
David Malcolm Gray, who
had fled to a house on the
village's northern edge
after being driven from his
own, had been shot in the
chest and ankle and also
suffered a head wound.
At about 5:45 p.m., police
lobbed smoke grenades into
the house and stormed it,
ending a 21-hour ordeal that
wiped out nearly half the
population of the village of
Aramoana.

While acknowledging that only
Congress has authority to declare
war, Baker said, There are
many, many circumstances and
situations indeed where there
could be action taken against

American citizens or against
nerican interests that would
1 for a very prompt and subitial response."
eading from his notes of the
;ting. House Minority Leader
: ,Dert Michel, R-IU., quoted
Bush as saying, "We haven't
crossed any particular Rubicon
here" with the latest increase.
For his own part, Michel said,
"I don't look for the kind of action
... some people are anticipating,
real soon. We want to continue to
counsel with our allies" and the
United Nations.
However, Michel said he was
"a little distressed" that some
participants in the meeting with
Bush had spoken of waiting up to
18 months for sanctions against
Iraq to take full effect. He said
that was "far beyond the time
frame I thought appropriate."
Rep. David Obey, D-Wis., said
Democrats were unanimous in
counseling patience.
"How long are you willing to
wait it out to save lives? My answer is, a fair amount of time."

Baker said the sanctions are
working but might not be enough
to force an Iraqi withdrawal. I
don't think we can say that today
with certainty. We know they are
beginning to bite," Baker said.

Some lawmakers, including
Senate Republican Leader Bob
Dole, have called for a special
session of Congress to vote on the
gulf crisis, but that proposal appeared dead Wednesday. "There
is no support for it on either
side," Senate Foreign Relations
Chairman Claibome Pell, D-R.L,
said as he left the White House.
Rep. William Broomfield,
R-Mich., senior Republican on
the House Foreign Affairs Committee, said there was a bipartisan agreement that "it would be
just poor judgment to have it
right now.'
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C, said
the campaign against Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein
already has been damaged by the
arguments about the president's
ability to commit American
forces to war.

Greek zoning questioned
Lack of space in proposed R-5 zone raises concern
by Jacqueline Porter
cily writer

Weather
Mostly sunny:

Today, mostly sunny,
breezy and unseasonably
warm
with a
near record high
around70.
Southwest
winds 15
to25mph
with occasional
higher
gusts. Tonight, clear with the low 45
tooO. Friday, increasing
cloudiness with a slight
chance of showers. High
around 60.
compiled from local and
wire reports

Fewer applicants
anticipated at BG

staff writer

Kiddle Crossing

■O Newt/Jay Murdock

Crossing guard Don Gregor stops traffic on North Main Street for
Jamie and Jessica Smith to cross Wednesday afternoon. Gregor,
retired since 1979, has been a guard for 10 years. "I like kids," he
said.

The city's plan to rezone the
area west of campus specifically
for greek housing has raised
questions among leaders in the
greek community.
Although the
zoning is a step
toward realizing the city's
Flan for centraizing offcampus greek
housing in a
newly created
R-5 zone, the
'fact that this
Colvin
area is almost
completely developed is a problem, according to Wayne Colvin,
director of Greek Life.
"There is not enough space in
the R-5 to fit current ana future
needs —most of the property in
the area is already being used,"
he said. "The ability to get land
for housing is unrealistic."'

Interfraternity Council Presic.entT rry Michelitch agreed.
"The R-5, as it stands, is a
j )ke," he said.
Bowling Green city council re< ently created a new zoning claslification, the R-5 zone, specif' -ally for off-campus greek nousCouncil is now considering rezoning most of the area west of
Thurstin Avenue to the railroad
tracks, from Pike Street to
Columbia Gas of Ohio near Poe
Road, to R-5, University-related
r esidential property.
The first R-5 zone was approved unanimously by the city
Planning Commission last month
£ nd is scheduled for a vote during
I londay night's city council meetRick Ketzenbarger, city plan•g technician, said the Planj Commission believed this
Id be the best area for greek
sing because of its proximity
t ihe University.
"The community as a whole
inted to pass an area that would

be available for fraternities and
sororities to locate," Ketzenbarger said.
City Council President Joyce
Kepke believes the R-5 is a good
idea.
' 'There is a need for that kind of
housing in Bowling Green and it
clearly defines where it's going to
be," she said.
The city's 20-year Master Plan,
passed in 1985. calls for offcampus fraternities and sororities to be located in the proposed
R-5 area.
Ward 1 Councilman James Davidson agreed the R-5 zone may
be too small.
"It [the R-5] is quite reasonable, but it truly doesn't meet the
needs of fraternities and sororites," he said. "There is not
enough room."
If there is a lack of space in the
currently planned R-5 area, Ketzenbarger said there is a possibility it could be expanded.
"If there is a need, more properties could be utilized for that
■ iSeeOr»elr.,page6.

Wins, dollars
make a coach
Whoever said winning is not everything never
coached a college football team.
Ask former University football coach Moe Ankney.
He learned the hard way —by losing his iob on Sunday.
Firing football coaches seems to be the "in" thing
lately, especially in professional football. For example, Bud Carson was just slashed from the Cleveland
Browns roster because owner Art Modell thought the
Dawgs might not sit in the cold another season just to
watch their team lose.
And when the fans talk, owners and universities
listen. No, not because of the lack of moral support for
a team, but the lack of monetary rewards.
Money talks. Coaches walk.
Years ago football was played for the so-called
"thrill of victory" or "the agony of defeat." Today the
sport is a business, a big business, where the agony of
defeat may add up to millions of dollars.
Today's coaches know the rules before they begin to

iftS»

play the game.
At the University the winds of change began to blow
through Doyt L. Perry Field when there were few bodies in the stands to stop it.
Ankney was hired to produce a winning team.
He did not do his job, therefore the University had
the right to fire him. Before Ankney's arrival, BG
football had been riding closer to the top of the MAC
standings.
We could not have stayed on top forever — could this
five-year slump have been due to natural causes? It is
too late to ask this question now.

Students must
look past U.S.
Guess what? The United States is not the center of
the universe.
Hopefully, you are not surprised. Unfortunately,
many Americans are according to a Gallup survey.
Some U.S. citizens do not even know the basic geographic features of their native country.
The University has recognized mis lack of essential
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Leave a better University
As I sit and write this, I can see
out my window the many students passing by on their way to
class. I can see the bell tower that
I listen to every night at 10 p.m.
when it plays the alma mater. It
occurs to me that the next time
most of us will sing the alma
mater will be at our commencement.
I have been lucky enough to
participate in the past few commencements here at the University, and I am always struck by
the amount of pride the graduates
feel when they sing the alma
mater for one last time. It always
makes me think about what kind
of university I want to leave when
I graduate. I want to leave a university that is better than when I
first came.
I want to leave a university
where students are and can feel
safe — where students know what
resources are available to them
both for prevention of crime and
for victim assistance.
I want to leave a university in
which its students have critical
and powerful evaluations of instructors and courses available to
them, free of charge. And I want
those evaluations institutionalized so that future students can
be assured they too will be provided with them.
I want a university that opens
its opportunities to all students,
including the disabled. Facilities
at the University should allow the
5:15

handicapped to do the same
things other students are able to
do.
I want a university that realizes
the importance of recycling
rather than filling our landfills.
This must start with white bond

I want a university where students and administrators, and
faculty, and staff can work constructively for a better institution.
I want a university where students know they are considered
citizens of the community and not
second-class inhabitants.

The
President's
Pen

And I want to leave a university
where students realize how important they are — that they do
nave rights. Students should
know that they play an important
role in almost all aspects of the
university community and that
there is no limit to what they can
accomplish.

by
Kevin
Coughlin
columnist

I will again be participating in
this year's commencements. As I
look out at the graduating class, I
will hope that they feel they have
left a better university than when
they came. And that new sense of
importance and responsibility
paper, our most abundant item.
I want a university that keeps that I hope all of us have gained
the student share of costs to a here will carry over into their
minimum, while enhancing the post-college lives.
quality of education and life.
Again, looking out the window,
I want a university where the
ideas and beliefs of all students I can hear the chimes from the
are respected, regardless of race, bell tower, and I reflect on how
ethnicity, religion and so on. We far we've come as a student body
have a unique opportunity to ex- and where we are going.
plore and understand other backgrounds while we are here and
Kevin Coughlin is the president
should take advantage of that to of the Undergraduate Student
prepare for the real world.
Government.

knowledge by supporting National Geography Awareness Week.
In today's world, people's lives are affected increasingly by global issues. For example, at any moment
we could go to war in Kuwait. As a result, some University students could die in a country they know nothing about.
Many people had never even heard about Kuwait before our involvement, let alone know where it is located on a map. This is not only sad, it is dangerous.
As Americans we have become increasingly neopnobic — afraid to look past our own door to see what is
outside.
If we do not start learning about our neighbors soon,
when we finally do venture out, we may step on a land
mine.
A few high schools and colleges have taken the lead
in global awareness by requiring students to take at
least one geography course.
This is a good start, but we do not have time to wait
for the next generation to make up for our own inefficiencies. As college graduates we need to know where
we are going in this fife, but we cannot do that if we do
not know about the possibilities.
Who knows, maybe there is life outside Bowling
Green, Ohio.

Intramurals:
a study break
Do you ever feel the only
thing you do at college is
study? Do you feel like you
will explode if you spend one
more minute sitting in a
study carrel? Are the only
people you know from your
residence hall floor? Are
you short of money?
K you answer "yes" to
any of these questions, participation in intramural
sports is probably for you.
The intramural program
offers excellent opportunites for all kinds of individuals. We offer athletic competition, the chance to meet

Well
Spoken

Respond

Wellnet

The BG News
editorial page is your
campus forum.
Letters to the editor
should be a
maximum of 200
words in length and
should be
typewritten,
double-spaced, and
signed.

new friends, a way to relieve stress and improve
your fitness level ana even
the chance to make extra
money. If that's not enough,
research also has indicated
that participation in recreational activities like intramural sports has a positive
impact on students' academic performance and actual retention within a university setting. What that
means is that students who
take time for fun and fitness
activites are more likely to
complete their college degree.
Regardless of your interests, Bowling Green's in-

The BG News
reserves the right to
reject any material
that is offensive,
malicious or
libelous. All
submissions are
subject to
condensation.
Please address all
submissions to:
Editorial Editor
210 West Hall

tramural program has an
activity for you. We offer
individual, dual and team
sports competition throughout the entire year, including the summer sessions.
Sports offered include softball, tennis, golf, flag football, ice hockey, bowling,
racquetball, triples volleyball, cross country, wallyball. wrestling, three-pitch
softball, track and field and
the Century Club. There are
46 leagues in men's, women's and co-ed competition.
Last year, more than 1,000
teams participated in the
program.
Everyone is welcome to
join the intramural program. Whether you're an on
or off-campus student, fulltime or part-time, a graduate student, a fraternity or
sorority member, there is a
place in the intramural program for you.
University intramurals
also offer a variety of paid
job opportunities for students who work as game
officials, field supervisors,
sport coordinators or assist
in the scheduling and administration of the sports.
Students also serve on the
University Intramural Advisory Board which is .the
governing body for all intramural activities. The
board oversees all rules and
regulations for participants.
Don't just sit there! Why
don't YOU consider becoming involved in the intramural program this year? If
you need more information,
call 372-2464 or stop in the
intramural office located in
108 Student Recreation
Center.
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Letters
Pregnancy: a result of irresponsibility
Editor, The News;
This is in response to the letter in the Oct. 16 issue of The BG News:
It is incorrect for Ms. Barndt to '"assume" that pro-lifers are not
concerned with the lives of women who have unwanted pregnancies
who are "living, breathing, contributing members of society. We are
concerned for them, iust as we are concerned for the babies that are
also living and breathing, but have the right to become contributing
members of our society violently taken from them.
Unwanted or unplanned pregnancies are not forced upon women by
pro-life groups. On the contrary, the decision to be sexually active is a
choice made by individuals, as is the decision of whether or not to
practice effective means of birth control. As for women who are victims of rape, reporting the crime and getting immediate medical attention [ which makes perfect sense for victims of any violent crime ]
will, in most cases, prevent the pregnancy from occurring in the first
place.
Abortion is only a means of treating the symptom of a much larger
problem existing in our society. If those citizens so desperately fighting to keep their abortion rights would channel just a fraction of that
energy to teaching both moral values to our young and pregnancy
prevention [by this I do not mean making birth control available to
children in school], the need for abortions may very well become obsolete.
Mary Moloney,

Pro-choice advocate sets record straight

Many people who are pro-choice are against abortion. Although am saying is that you had a choice , Ms. Stehlik, so please don't take
they personally do not favor abortion, it is the individual woman's de- that choice away from someone who doesn't have what it takes inside
cision as to whether or not to have an abortion performed, not the poli- to carry a fetus born of rape.
tician's or the government's.
Dianne Barndt,
senior, RTVF major.
Pro-choice can include many different stances on the issue of abortion. Therefore, it is entirely possible that persons who claim to be
pro-life are in actuality pro-choice. The only position pro-choice does
not include is the one of "no abortions no matter what." Those who
hold this position are preying upon the public's ignorance of the situaEditor, The News:
tion, by accusing those who are pro-choice of being "baby-killers."
"Hangers in our closets, not in our bodies," is the slogan used by
The sooner society is educated on the subject, as is the case with all many pro-choice advocates. My advice to these pro-choicers is to
controversial topics today, the sooner we can protect and guarantee practice what you preach. Coat hangers were not designed to murder
our rights, including the right to choose.
innocent babies. Instead, they were designed to hang clothing on. So,
Rick Byrd,
if they are used correctly, no one will be injured and no one will die.
Whoever would dream of using a coat hanger to kill a child by any
freshman political science major.
means has a serious problem.
The pro-choicers will respond to this by saying slaughter houses
need to be open and abortion needs to remain legal because making it
illegal will not stop abortions from happening — just more women will
die. This statement could not be further from the truth.
Editor, 77ie News;
The pro-choice rally is actually a result of the increasing permisAt the risk of making this a fight for the last word, I feel I must respond to Jennifer Stehlik's letter to the editor in the Oct. 25 issue of The siveness in society. It is seen each day when people choose to have sex
BG News. I feel this is necessary because Ms. Stehlik has misrepre- after having a person known for a few hours. If people are going to
sented the views I expressed in my first letter. First, Ms. Stehlik, my have sex, they must be willing to accept the consequences ... all the
"allegations" are not untrue. It is a common-known fact that muti- consequences. This is characteristic of a responsible person.
This information, in addition to the fact that most people who favor
lated women and death were the results of illegal abortions that took
place not so long ago. So I guess if I am on a "soapbox," at least I abortion have already been born, is enough reason to keep hangers in
know my facts are correct. These things are not what could happen if the closet as well as to make abortion illegal.
Julie Wesolowski,
abortion becomes illegal, they are what did happen when abortion was
junior, communication education major.
illegal.

Abortion treats only society's symptoms

Abortion factions need clarification

Secondly, before women can have an abortion, they have an extensive discussion with counselors provided by an abortion clinic about
their decision and what fears or doubts they might have. If they do
have serious doubts, many clinics will send women home for a couple
of days to rethink their options. Also, clinics such as the Center for
Choice in Toledo make some counseling available after abortions —
so, yes, pro-choicers do discuss "post-abortion syndrome" with women.

Editor, The News;
The difference between pro-choice and pro-life is not exactly black
and white. The truth is, many people are confused about which side to
Third, Ms. Stehlik, you question my loyalty — whether it is my "istake in the abortion issue, ana are likely to choose what their friends
sue or the women it affects." In fact, the protection of women is my isdo simply because they don't want to be left out.
sue which is the whole premise of my argument that you somehow
Pro-life means that one is totally against abortion, whatever the misinterpreted. Rape victims, teenagers, all women who feel they
case may be. This is the extreme position to hold in the debate over might want an abortion are my concerns. Which brings me to another
abortion. Pro-choice, on the other hand, can mean a variety of of my earlier points, that is the need for concern for teenagers who
different things. One can be pro-choice and be against abortion at the face abuse because they must tell their parents if they want an aborsame time, or favor the legality of abortions for a number of reasons. tion in some states. Yet, Ms. Stahlik, you dismiss this by saying girls
cannot even buy alcohol or join the military. I guess I didn't realize
One reason some feel that abortions should remain legal is that they these were prerequisites for being "living, breathing, contributing
believe it would be much safer for women who choose to have an abor- members of society."
tion to have it done by a trained professional in a clinical environment
Finally, Ms.Stehlik, I truly want to commend you on the courage
than by an unlicensed, self-proclaimed doctor in a back-alley joint, or
by way of the infamous clotheshanger. Statistics show that there was and strength it must have taken to carry a child and give it up for
little change in the number of abortions performed after the Supreme adoption when it was a result of rape. I think it's wonderful you could
Court made it legal to have an abortion in comparison with the num- do that. However, you had a choice of what option you wanted to take
ber of pre-Roe v. Wade abortions, and so those in favor of its current and that is exactly the crux of my pro-chioce sentiments. I am not
proposing everyone go out and have an abortion — far from it. What I
legality would like to provide a safe place for these to be performed.

Respond
Each week the sports department will publish a question on
Bowling Green sports. Responses do not have to deal with question or even Falcon sports.
Any and all comments from the world of sports are encourDepending on space and the amount of letters, responses
should appear either Wednesday or Thursday of the following
week. The sports department can not ensure all or any letters
will be printed.
The BG News sports section is your campus sports forum.
Letters to the sports editors should be addressed to:
Sports Department
The BG Newt
218 West Hall
The News reserves the right to reject any material that is
offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Letters can be any length written or typed. Each letter should
be signed with address or OCMB number. Telephone numbers
should be included although they won't be published.
An ID must be shown for all letters submitted in person.

PREVIEW THE BASKETBALL FALCONS T0MM0R0W NIGHT AT HOME. 8:00 P.M.

Transferring to
Ohio State's
Main Campus?
Harrison House Apartments invites you to check
into our alternative to dormitory living. Our
deluxe, fully furnished, remodeled apartments
are available on single liability leases which
coincide with the academic year. And, we're
also so close to campus we're almost a part of it.
We Offer Advantages Few Others Can:

APARTMENTS

HOUSE

• A great location
• In-house laundry facilities
• Air conditioning
• Paid utilities
• Personal fitness center
• Computer center
• Quiet study facilities
• Large screen TV lounge
• Fully furnished
• Maid service
There's Much, Much More!

Come See The Advantage!

222 West Lane Avenue. Columbus. Ohio 43201
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GIs, Saudis tussle with cultures
BG professor says Americans 'haven't been communicating' with Arabs
by Jennifer Today
Baff writer
Recent interaction between
American and Saudi Arabian soldiers may be welcomed by some
Saudis, while others do not welcome the American culture.
Differences between the two
cultures could hinder the operation in the Middle East, according
to Kathleen Kinawy, political science professor.
"We haven't been communicating with the Arab nations or understanding their culture," she
said. "A lot of the problems there
are of our own creation."
Since the Arab nations are
proud and want their independence, these nations may not appreciate the Americans attempt
at gaining power or making them
dependent on the United States,
she added.
However, Hassoon Al-Amiri,
mathematics department chairperson, said the Americans have
to abide by Saudi Arabian policies, which are more strict than
others because Saudi Arabia is

"Women aren't supposed to mingle with
men or show parts ot their body that may
tempt men."
-Hassoon Al-Amiri, mathematics department
chairperson
the guardian of all Islamic traditions.
Egyptian native Kinawy said
one difference between American
and Arab cultures is that in the
Middle East.a strong emphasis is
placed on respect for individuals
as well as hospitality.
"Friendship is one of the
highest honors," she said. "You
can count on a friend for care,
money — anything at all."
Iraq native Al-Amiri said there
are no acquaintances in the
Middle East.
'"Hi, how are you,' means a lot
there," he said. "Men even walk
hand in hand in Arab countries,
because they are such good
friends."
Kinawy said some examples of
hospitality and respect are as follows:
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■Guests in a home stand up and
greet the host when they enter a
room;
■When guests leave one's
home, you are to show them to the
door;
■When smoking, you never
smoke in front of your parents;
■Never put your feet on the
table and show the soles of your
shoes;
■Never call relatives by their
first names, always use their titles;
■The younger person always
introduces a guest to the older
person;
■People ask permission before
drinking coffee;
■You never sleep with a man
until you are married to him.
"I was astonished when one of
my woman students went ahead
of me and she knew I was coming
and she didn't make way for me,
Kinawy said. "I've been accustomed to this respect."
Also, she said she can not understand how students talk
among themselves while
someone is speaking.because this
displays rude behavior.

Al-Amiri said another insult to
an Arab would be to slap their
cheek, rather than to punch
someone in a display of anger as
Americans do.
Another difference between the
two cultures is the view of women, he said.
"Women aren't suppose to
mingle with men or show parts of
their body that may tempt men,"
Al-Amiri said.
In Iran, the extreme is taken
with covering the women's entire
body and face with a black cloth,
while in Lebanon, Iraq, Syria and
Egypt the women are modern in
their dress, he said.
Iraq is the most liberal Middle
East country, but there is a boundary of how free Iraqis can be, he
said.
However, in Saudi Arabia,
women cannot drive, let alone
obtain employment, he said.
In addition, dating is rare, because it leads to the violation of
women. Arranged marriages still
occur in the Middle East, he said.
Kinawy said knowledge of various cultures will help open the
communication lines between
countries and could be useful in
situations such as the Gulf crisis.
The University now only offers
a course through the political science department on the Middle
East, but there is not one offered
in the cultural sequence, she said.
However, changes in course
offerings are being discussed between departments, she added.

Pro-lifer aims for
the 'moms, pops'
by Wynne Everett
editorial editor

Winning the abortion war
depends on winning the small
battles and persuading the
average citizen, according to
one Ohio pro-lifer.
Ohio Right to Life Legislative Director Janet Folger
told University students
Wednesday night solid logic
was the best way to defeat
pro-choice arguments and
swing the average "mom and
pops who haven't chosen
sides yet.
"This is where the pro-life
movement has screwed up.
We've been aiming at the proabortionists instead of the
mom and pops in the
middle," Folger said. "These
people's minds are made up,
and we're wasting our time.
Folger passed around "Jan
Notes outlining methods for
deflating logical fallacies in
pro-choice arguments to the
group gathered by Students
for Life.
She took the suggestions
from pro-lifer Mark Crutcher's Life Activist Seminar
Workbook " and claimed
neither the National Abortion
Rights Action League nor the
National Organization for
Women would debate her.

Unclear and misleading
language and imagery are
major tools of the pro-choice
camp, according to Folger.
She particulary objected to
journalist's substituting "fetus" for "unborn child" when
paraphrasing her.
"I have no problem with the
word fetus," she said clutching a biology book she uses
for a speaking prop. "As long
as they want to use Latin for
everything — as long as they
want to call a baby by its Latin name, a neonate."
Folger accused prochoicers of masking realities
in Latin terms and catchy
slogans and buzz words like
"choice."
"Choice sounds good," she
said. "We all like choice, but
the problem isn't choice.
Choice isn't what we're looking at. It's what's being chosen."
Folger compared the right
to choose abortion to the right
to "choose" to rape or steal.
Beyond language, the problem of the pro-life "except in
the instances of rape and incest" position is the red herring that trips up most prolifers in debate, Folger said.
Folger said she believes
unborn life ought to be protected in every case, including
those of rape and incest.
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Black journalists face hardships

Saturday, November 17
8 p.m. • Kobacker Hall • BGSU

"bump their heads on an invisible
ceiling" which prevents them
from obtaining upper-level, decision-making positions on newsAlthough black journalists are paper staffs.
slowly making headway in the
According to Clyde Hughes,
newsroom, they continue to general assignment reporter for
I7ie Blade "blacks in the media
are still something of a phenomenon in this country."
"Until the '60s civil rights
movement, blacks were nonexistent in the newsroom," he
said.
Hughes offered personal and
professional insights on black
journalists during a "Blacks in
Off-Campus Housing"
the Media" discussion Wednes-

Tickets S9, S7, S5 (Students receive a S2 discount)

by Marvin C. Brown
start writer

To reserve tickets, call 419/372-8171
Soonsofid Dy Coiltgi ol Musical Arts. Ethnic Studies.
OfflCB ot RcsiMnce Services. Office of Alumni Affairs and
university Activities Organization

°* you *•**
R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality
113 Railroad St.
(next to Kinko's)

_

352-9302

^^ MRS. 8-5 M-F. 9-3 Sat
Stop by and pick up a listing for
Fall 1991

Sit-bock
Berries

setototth'p com w 4wi.

He cited a recent example at
77ie Blade in which he and other
black reporters objected to the
use of a photo that cast a black
fire chief in the wrong light.
The photo did not run as a result of the reporters' efforts,
Hughes said.
Hughes said one of the biggest
hurdles a black journalist faces is
scrutinization from "both sides of
the track."
"In the newsroom, we are often
scrutinized for not being objective enough when facing black issues," he said. "Then we get
criticism from the black community for working for a 'white'
newspaper."
Hughes said that ultimately,
black journalists should strive for
D See Media, page 8.
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day night in the Amani Room
sponsored by the NAACP.
Hughes said the sensitive issues of the '60s civil rights
movement necessitated black
reporters and since then, black
journalists have slowly become a
part of the newsroom.
"The people who head newspapers today are the same ones
who, until the '60s, never imagined a black person in the newsroom," he said. "Society today
forces black journalists to be a
nescessity in uie newsroom — we
end up with two different types of
people trying to adjust to each
other."
It is extremely important to
keep communication open when
dealing with race issues in the
newsroom, Hughes said.
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ENJOY
Your
On-Campus
Full Service
Restaurants
Mon. - Fit
4:30-6:30
ALL QUANTUM 90 Meal
Plans
Accepted

CAMPUS

FILMS

The Great
Philosophical
Questions:
CAMPUS

FILMS

CAMPUS

FILMS

Thursday, November 15
Fritz Lang's Expressionist Classic ....

8:45 pm in Gish Film Theater
(preceded by o Dick Tracy serial)

If you need money for college, an OC Student Loan could
be the answer. OC offers a basketful of Financial options, including
the Stafford Student Loans with a special low interest rate for
qualifying students. So if you're a little short, come see us. We
help big dreams come true.

OHIO CITIZENS BANK

This Weekend!
210 MSC
8:00 pm, 10:00 pm
and
Midnight
$1.50 Admission
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OC Branch-735 S. Main St. • MONEY CENTER-434 E. Wooster
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Mayor vetoes review panel
Miller insists advisory committee 'very knowledgeable'

by l.ori Miller
city writer
Mayor Edwin Miller decided
yesterday there is no need for a
civilian review board to examine
the September 7 and 8 East
Merry/Frazee block party incidents.
Despite arguments from
several University representatives, Miller insisted the 10 key
people of the city's advisory
committee are capable of making
reviews.
"They represent this city and
are very knowledgeable in their
particular areas," Miller said.
Members from departments
including law enforcement, USG
and University faculty provided
input at Wednesday s CityUniversity Relations Committee
meeting to decide if a review
board was needed.
Earnest Champion, member of
a City/University Relations subcommittee and associate profes-

sor of ethnic studies, said a review board would advise situations in the long run — not only
review the East Merry and
Frazee incidents.
A review board is not usually
an attack on a city's police department, said Steven Lab, assistant professor of criminal justice.
Once the community knows
what the board involves, it is hard
to believe residents would not
agree with it, Lab said.
Jack Taylor, assistant vice
president of multicultural affairs,
said a review board is needed to
monitor the city's police division.
He cited an example of mistreatment of students by the
police department in an incident
that occurred at a fraternity
house last year.
Two of the students involved
sent a letter explaining their frustration about their treatment to
Police Chief Galen Ash, Taylor
said.
However, the only response
they received was "the problem

Celebrezze could
remain in office

COLUMBUS (AP) - Attorney
General Anthony Celebrezze Jr.
could stay on after his term expires Jan. 14 if the pending outcome of the election of his successor is not resolved, an official
said Wednesday.
Dwayne Pielech, spokesman
for Secretary of State Sherrod
Brown, said the law provides for
the incumbent to remain temporarily in office, if willing, until a
successor is "qualified and elected."
However, Brown is confident
the matter will be resolved in
December and the need for an extended term will not arise,
Pielech said.
Wayne Hill, a spokesman for
Celebrezze, said the same but did
not indicate if the attorney general, a Democrat defeated in a
bid to become governor Nov. 6,
would be willing to stay on.
"That's a hypothetical question," Hill said. "We are confi-

dent that the election process will
be concluded in time for the new
attorney general to be sworn into
office on schedule."
The question of a vacant office
was raised after the race for attorney general between state
Sens. Lee Fisher, D-Cleveland,
and Paul Pfeifer, R-Bucyrus,
ended with an unofficial count
giving Fisher a lead of 959 votes
among an estimated 3.3 million
cast.
The official vote count will be
completed about Nov. 27, Pielech
said.
It will include about 23,000 ballots not yet tabulated — about
5,000 absentee ballots from overseas military personnel and
18,000 from others who voted at
county election boards under a
new state voter-option law.

was being taken care of internally," Taylor said.
Assistant Chief of Police Captain Thomas Votova said the department gave this response because it could not make the facts
of the case known at the time
since there was an informant in
the fraternity.
"We did not want to let it be
known of the informant being in
the fraternity house," Votova
said.
Confidentiality of the informant
would have been violated if all the
facts were made public, Votova
said.
This incident is an example of a
case in which a civilian review
board would be needed, Lab said.
Almost every city has a review
board — which does respect confidentiality, Lab said.
However, Votova said a review
board is unnecessary, since the
mayor or city council personally
reviews all the incidents in the
city.
D See City, page 7.
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A Fine Line

Sophomore Julie Allen works on a project lor her Interior design class In the Interior design lab on the
second floor ol the Union Wednesday afternoon. Allen said her projects usually take about lour hours
to complete. For this project. Allen stayed to work late alter her class, which meets In the lab trom 1
p.m. to 3 p.m.

Budget
[; Continued from page 1.
of a budget reduction.
"Generally speaking, the last
area we will make reductions in
is in our academic programs," he
said. "We want to preserve, until
the last ditch [effort], what the
students are paying for."
However, students will probably be paying more next year. Financial conditions at the state
and University levels have made
tuition increases for next year a
distinct possibility.
"The odds of there being no tuition increase next year are sufficiently small," he said.
The University was also faced

with a budget reduction in 1982,
Olscamp's first year as president. During that time, one of
Olscamp's first moves was cutting $1.7 billion out of the University's budget.
"I've been a university president for 16 years, and I have
never heard anybody ask for
less," he said.
The recent University hiring
freeze was designed as a safety
measure against possible fiscal
reductions. Olscamp said the
University would also have the
options of reducing departmental
budgets and laying off faculty
members, but he said these would

not be desirable alternatives.
Dalton said he expects the
state's cuts to be no more than
four percent. The University
receives about half of its total
budget from the state, and a four
percent cut would translate into
about two percent of the University's total budget.
"It's not a crisis," he said. "It's
a problem, and we have to deal

UJANT€D
Volunteers to serve as
Tour Guides for
PREVIEW DAY
December 1, 1990

After that, a statewide recount
is expected. Pielich said the recount would take about 10 days.

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

with it the best we can and support the activities that support
the educational mission of the
University."
According to information from
the state's office of budget and
management, low income tax
revenues have placed the state a
projected $262.4 million in debt.
The state is required by law to
balance its budget.

If interested attend the
following informational meeting:

352-5551

Wednesday, November 28
• •&
6:30 - 7:30
#•
Admissions Office

HOWARD'S club H
Proudly Presents:
LIVE FROM DETROIT

It any questions please contact a Student
Tour Coordinator at 372-9866

Seniors

with Special Guest

Cold Shot & The Nu Tones
Thursday November 15
Show starts at 8:00 pm
$6.00 at the door
Call 352-9951 for details..

Have 15 minutes and a bursar account?

Both will get you in the
1991 KEY yearbook.
When you schedule a 15 minute senior
portrait setting, a S6 Oasic sitting tee is
charged to your Dursar account That's
all. And there is no oOligation to buy a
portrait package, although you probably
will.
Also, by scheduling your portrait now, you'll
get to choose which pose goes in the book,
after Jan. 1, you cant. So do it now, by calling
372-8086.

Six bucks won't get you
much today: a small pizza
with a few items or a cheap
T-shirt. Both don't last long.
But $6 will get you
immortalized forever in The
Book, your book.

BGSU Theatre presents

Vaclav Havel's

The Memorandum
November 8-10 & 15-17 at 8 p.m.
November 11 at 2p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Tickets: Adults $6, Students/Sr. Citizens $4
For reservations, call 372-2719
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Greek
a Continued from page 1.
purpose," Ketzenbarger said.
"Neighbors do not want to live in
There is currently some discussion about including the area
an
East Merry-like area.
along North Poe Road in the zoning, according to Davidson.
Fraternities want to have loud
I think that area would be
parties and residents want a quiet
ideal to create a greek community," he said.
neighborhood. The two just don't
Currently three fraternities
mix and don't make compatible
have houses off campus: Pi Kappa Alpha, 619 High St., Phi Delta
neighbors."
Davidson
Theta, 501 Pike St., and Theta
Chi. 334 N. Main St.
-Jim Davidson, Ward 1 City
Phi Sigma Kappa, Alpha Tau
Councilman
Omega, and Phi Beta Sigma
fraternities do not have housing,
along with Pi Beta Phi, Sigma struction of new fraternity and across Interstate 75, but they are
Gamma Rho, Zeta Phi Beta and sorority houses from the down- too far away from the University
to be used, he said.
town business district.
Sigma Kappa sororities.
Last December, City Council
Today, there is only one parcel
According to Colvin, the zoning of land in the city where greek attempted to ban greek housing
change is part of a city council housing may expand, Colvin said. from all S-l zones after developer
The only areas greek houses Doug Valentine announced plans
plan which severely restricts
greek houses from being built off are allowed are those zoned S-l, to build on the Mercer Road site.
The ordinance failed on a 4-3
planned residental. Since S-l
campus.
greek houses must be located on a vote, with former Ward 1 CounHe pointed out that city zoning major street with 60 feet of space cilman and Phi Delta Theta
ordinances in recent years have in front of the building ana one member Don Pond voting "yes"
severely limited the places where parking space per bed, the only for the ban.
Even putting a greek house on
site practical for greek use is a
greeks may move.
location on Mercer Road, Colvin this last practical S-l site could be
difficult because construction of
For example, when the city said.
There also S-l areas on the greek housing is conditional, Colcreated the R-5 zone on September 18, 1989, it banned the con- Wood County Fairgrounds and vin said.
This means an organization
would have to petition the planning commission to use an S-l site
for a greek house. A greek organ-

LA

ization could be turned down even
if they met all the requirements,
Colvin said.
Michelitch beleives the conditions are not fair to greeks.
"There are so many stipulations with this zone, no developer
would like all the rules they would
have to follow," he said.
The city's zoning policy is discriminatory because it does not
allow greeks in areas used by similiar social groups, Colvin said.
For example areas zoned R-3,
moderate density family residental, allow the operation of country
clubs, social clubs and lodges, but
do not allow greek housing.
"These places have the same
activities as a fraternity or sorority would, yet [greeks] are not allowed to engage in the same activites," Colvin said. "Churches,
country clubs, and lodges can
have party rooms and can serve
meals."
Colvin also pointed out that the
effects of an apartment full of
non-greek students, as permitted
in R-3 zones, are not much
different that those of a greek
house. Unorganized students also
hold parties, lie said.
In fact, according to Michelitch, a greek house would have
more potential for responsiblity
than in a multi-family dwelling
because a house requires a chap-

ter advisor living in the house to
keep order.
Kepke disagreed, saying a typical student's lifestyle is
different.
"A resident who wakes up at
six in the morning, gets home
from work at six at night and goes
to bed early would not appreciate
a fraternity or sorority house in
their neighborhood — their
schedules are just too different,"
she said.
Davidson also believes a greek
house in a residential neighborhood would cause tension.
"Neighbors do not want to live
in an East Merry-like area," he
said.
"Fraternities want to have loud
parties.and residents want a quiet
neighborhood. The two just don't
mix and don't make compatible
neighbors.
"The city Just doesn't want any
more high density living by the
neighborhoods — they should be
given their own area," Davidson
said.
The Theta Chi house, built on
Main Street to the consternation
of their neighbors, is a good example of the animosity which a
greek house creates in a residental neighborhood.
"There has always been some
animosity — they nave tried to
win the neighborhood's acceptance in the past, but it did not
make the situation any more acceptable.

The greek
and the
homeless
Seven greek organizations do not have housing
this year.
They include the Phi Sigma Kappa, Alpha Tau
Omega, and Phi Beta Sigma
fraternities, and the Pi Beta
Phi, Sigma Gamma Rho,
Zeta Phi Beta and Sigma
Kappa sororities.
Fraternities with offcampus housing include:
■Pi Kappa Alpha, 619
High St.
■Phi Delta Theta, 501
Pike St.
■Theta Chi, 334 N. Main
St.
The Delta Zeta house is on
Clough Street but the sorority is technically on-campus
because the University
owns their property, along
with nearby WBGU-TV 27
and the guest house.
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mm DRINKI-KS
OF AMERICA

440 E. Court 352-9638

945 S. Main 352-7571
• NOVEMBER SPECIAL •
Pizza of the month- CLUB PIZZA
furkey, horn, bacon, fettuce, tena'o. 2 cheeses)
COUPONS WORTH CLIPPING

Pogliais

Due to the
Thanksgiving Holiday,
Advertising Deadline for the
Tuesday, November 27th issue of

T

7" Sub
&
mug of pop

The BG News
is Tues., Nov. 20, 4p.m.
214 West Hall 372-2601

$4.50
Expires 12/31/90

Any Salad
&
mug of pop
$4.00
Expires 12/31/90

l
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Any
Pasta Meal

&
mug of pop
$5.00
Expires 12/31/90

Time Is Running Out
Only 2 days
for

senior portraits!
Walk ins accepted.

Appointments are almost gone!
Don't be left outl
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office at 28 West Hall
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Entertainment
Romantics to play in BG J. Geils' Wolf still howling

Revamped rock group plans a 'return to roots'
by Frank Esposlto
Insider assilanl editor
Rock musicians strive for
years to get that one big hit. But
when they get it, it doesn't always
mean long-term success.
Such is the case for the Romantics, one of the finer power-pop
bands to operate in the '80s. The
band will end a regional tour tonight at Howard's Club H in
downtown Bowling Green.
The Romantics racked up the
biggest hits of their career in 1984
with "Talking In Your Sleep" and
"One In A Million," a pair of Top
40 hits on their multiplatinum
1984 release In Heat,. However, it
would be 1980's "What I Like
About You," that would become
their musical calling card.
Last year, pop singer Michael
Morales scored a Top 40 hit with
the song and it is also being used
by Busch beer for an advertising
campaign.
The band now is on the comeback trail, having recorded a

four-song demo which will be
released by England's Ace Records.
The demo contains two originals, and strangely enough two
covers of songs by George Clinton
of Parliament/Funkadelic fame.
CBS is also releasing a greatest
hits compilation in December.
"We're trying to get back to our
roots," Skill said. We're looking
for more of a black, bluesy kind of
feel."
The roots Skill refers to lie in
the Detroit area, where the band
was formed in 1977. The band's original lineup consisted of Walk
Palmer on lead vocals and guitar,
Coz Candler on lead guitar, Jimmy Marinos on drums, and Skill.
All but Marinos are still with the
band. Their first album. The
Romantics, introduced their
guitar-based style which climaxed with In Heat's multiplatinum success.
In the early '80s, the band found
themselves lumped in a genre
called "skinny tie" bands characterized by such bands as The
Knack.

"You can't do anything about
that kind of stuff," Skill said.
"The radio stations will do what
they want. People have to figure
out what the band's all about for
themselves."
One of the main changes the
band has undergone is the addition of drummer Clem Burke,
who pounded the skins for Blondie in their glory years in the
early '80s. Burke has also worked
with the Ramones, Pete Townshend, and Eurythmics.
"Clem is more on top of the
beat than our previous two
drummers," Skill said. "It adds a
whole new energy to the music."
The Romantics have been touring off and on in the five years
since the release of their last
album and Skill claims they haven't really changed that much.
"We're not that much different
from how we've always been," he
said. "We're not afraid to do
things."
The Romantics' show begins at
8 p.m. tonight. Tickets are |6 at
the door.

Race a new Sesame theme
by Peter Johnson

USA TODAY/Apple College
Information Network
Today, 2.3 million of the nation's most impressionable and
loyal TV watchers will sit transfixed as actress Whoopi Goldberg
talks to a bag of fur named Elmo.
Elmo tells Goldberg how he
likes her "brown skin and all the
curly Q's" in her hair.
"I like your fur, too," Whoopi
says. "It's a great color, red. It s
nice and furry."
"Let's trade," Elmo says.
"No," Whoopi says. "Even if I
could trade, I wouldn't. I like my
skin, and I like my hair. I'd like to
keep them both."
This is PBS' Sesame Street,
where the pint-sized audience
ranges in age from 2 to 6. But
after watching this segment,
what will kids come away thinkn

£It'll let them know they have

+

to accept each other for who they
are, not for what they look like or
what color their skin is," Goldberg said.
As Street kicks off its 22nd
season today with a theme of race
relations, Children's Television
Workshop producers hope kids
will sense that people come in
different colors, tut all are special.
Or, as Kermit the Frog once
sang so eloquently: It's not easy
being green.
Sesame Street has never shied
away from race. "We've had an
interracial cast since 1968," producer Lisa Simon said. "But we
felt race issues were implicit and
it was time to make them explicit."
Sounds easy enough.
It wasn't, said Sesame Street's
research director Valeria Lovelace, who found that although
there was 30 years of research on
how kids felt about racial issues,
"there were really no recommendations" on how educators

could use that information — especially for pre-schoolers from
different socioeconomic groups.
So her staff did its own
research, fanning out to day-care
centers where increasing numbers of Street's audience wind up
because their parents work.
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More surprisingly, when children were shown pictures of
blacks and whites, then asked,
"Which is president?" they
picked a black. [This may be a
reflection, Lovelace said, of the
attention paid to Rev. Jesse
Jackson. ]
Significantly, staffers also
found signs that kids begin thinking about race early, and by kindergarten they definitely have
impressions about how race figures in society and in their lives.
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JEMS N THINGS

531 Ridge (across from Mac West)
M-F10-8
SAT 10-5:30
■it <r Get an early start on your Christmas Shopping!!

° FORRCST CR€flSON GOLF COURS6
FALL ClOSC-OUT CHRISTMAS SRL€

Sun 12-5

r

Saturday, November 17 - Sundau, November 25
Shop Hours 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sale Item
Ping Eye 2 Irons 3-PW
Tommy Armour 845 Irons 3-PW
Spalding Top-Flite Irons 3-PW
Spalding Executive Limited Irons 3-PW
Tommy Armour S.S. Metal Woods 1 -3-5
Spalding Executive Limited Woods 1 -3-5
Titleist Metal Woods 1 -3-5
Pal Joey Graphite Shaft Drivers
Burton Golf Bags
Etonic Soft Collar Shirts
Etonic Shirts
Slazenger Shirts
Crested BGSU Sweatshirts
Crested BGSU Windbreakers
Cotton Overtops
Neon Duffle Bags
All Putters

City
, Continued from page 5.
"You want to set up a whole bureaucratic structure when
[those] needs are already being
met," he said to supporters of the
review board.

Where
Are The
Answers? <

Some students at the meeting
said a review board would be
necessary for student involvement to succeed.

"A review board would look at
students as citizens," she said.
"For students of BG, it would be a
really positive thing."
"People should not be so closeminded to a review board," said
Mike Sears, a student attending
the meeting.

COME TO THE 1ST ANNUAIf

WORLD'S LARl

INDOOR FUN

FAI

"C— also Brother - Grandpa - Grandma - Alumni
(press on, sew on, and screen prints)

»•

BOSTON
— More than
two decades in the music business both as a disc jockey and a
performer have given Peter Wolf
a certain maturity. Sort of.
"I tend to wear longer socks
now," he jokes. "And I look both
ways before I cross the street."
But seriously, the former J.
Geils Band frontman has been
struggling since the 1983 breakup
of the group to strike out on his
own.
His most-recent solo album,
"Up to No Good," was a critical
success but did not sell well. Now
he's planning a tour to show people he's still around. "I haven't
done it in eight years," Wolf said.
"The Beatles were together and
broke up in less time than that. In
rock 'n' roll, it's a millennium."
With J. Geils, Wolf's athletic
antics onstage became as well
known as some of the band's
songs, including "Love Stinks"
and "Centerfold." Then, at the
height of the group's popularity,

Recently, in a posh Boston hotel
it was announced that Wolf was
suite he took to meet the press,
leaving.
Wolf looked unchanged from
Wolf said he's still bitter about years of musical mayhem. The
the breakup, but added it hasn't hair may be shorter, but Wolf. 42,
remains painfully thin, adorned
crushed his spirit.
with eyeuner and dressed completely
in black. His wit still is
"I became a soloist, really not
by choice. But it was the only sharp.
way. a necessity, to keep on rock
Wolf grew up in the Bronx. His
'n' rollin' — because I loved the
band and I really would have father was an entertainer, his
liked to see the band stay mother a political activist, and
the eclectic homo life gave him
together," he said.
Inspiration to be an artist. So he
..led to Boston in his early
Still, persistent rumors abound
surrounding a J. Geils reunion, 20s to pursue painting.
especially every Now Year's
But art fell by the wayside
Eve, when the band used to play
its annual bash in Boston. Wolf is when Wolf became the overnight
pessimistic about the prospects.
jockey at Boston's
WBCN-KM and caught the music
"The Geils band - we n
bug.
family, sort of like a bunch of
In 1967, the .1. Geils Band was
brothers sticking together
through thick and thin. It just was born, taking its name from the
hard to try to keep that collective
Along the way
spirit," he said. "People wonder
moderate album
if the band is ever going to get
•in.iung for
back together; I really have no the Rolling Stones and the evenset plans to do it. The only way I tual success of the 1982 album
would do it is if I really felt that "Fret
dch sold 5
kind of spirit could be regained." million copl

Some of what researchers
The biggest concern of the stufound was predictable. Many
kids, for example, thought Ker- dents is to be recognized as citimit was happy being green. Oth- zens, said Linda Schnetzer, USG
vice president.
ers thought he was sad.

American Red Cross
Please give blood.
BGSU

by Anne M. Peters
Associated Pr.-

Retail
Now
$600.00
$480.00
$532.00
$400.°°
$249.°°
$180.00
$302.°°
$210.°°
$309.00
$220.°°
$165.°°
$120.°°
$250.°°
$180.°°
$140.°°
$70.°°
$69.so
$40.°°
$30.°°
$16.°°
$29.00
$15.°°
$20.°°
$51.°°
$26.°°
$18.°°
$31.°°
$20.00
00
$49.
$29.°°
$20.°°
$13.°°
40% Off Retail Price

Winterize your set of clubs for only $10.00. Call the course for
details (372-2674). Forrest Creason Golf Course is located
on E. Poe Road on the Northeast Side of the Bowling Green
State University Campus.

MORE THAN 50 .SS

-10 BIG DAYS
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ONE PRICE DOES IT ALL!!!
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NOVEMBER 23RD
10A.M.-MIDNIGHT
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4 P.M.-MIDNIGHT

EACH CHILD 5 OR UNDER FREE WITH
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28TH
DOUBLE DISCOUNT COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT!
Bring your I.D. and this ad or a discount
coupon to receive $4.00 off regular admission.
Call 676-6000 for more information.
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Elsewhere
Fern a Id's defilement continues States pressed to
CINCINNATI (AP) — Waste water from
the government's Fernald uranium processing plant carried 1.854pounds of radioactive material into the Great Miami River
last year, the plant's operator said in a report released Wednesday.
The report by Westinghouse Materials Co.
of Ohio indicated the river was diluting the
uranium. The average uranium concentration at water sampling sites downriver from
the plant's discharge line was less than 0.3
percent of the U.S. Department of Energy's
guideline, the report said.
Westinghouse operates the plant for the
Energy Department.
Graham Mitchell, the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency's site coordinator, said
the water pollution trend probably will continue at a similar pace until late 1991. That is
when plant officials hope to begin operating
a new waste water treatment facility that is
expected to catch more of the uranium before it reaches the river in runoff water.
The plant is over the Great Miami's
aquifer, a regional water resource.
Toward the end of 1993, the Energy De-

ertment is scheduled to put into operation a
•ger waste water treatment plant that
could help reduce the annual uranium
releases into the river to about 300 pounds,
Mitchell said.
"They're not doing any processing, but
there's still a lot of runoff that leaves the
site," Mitchell said. "The amounts are decreasing because there's no production
occurring, but there's still radioactive runoff. I expect in the future that's going to go
down."
He credited some of the improvements to
efforts by the Ohio and U.S. environmental
protection agencies to negotiate better pollution control with the Energy Department.
Uranium contamination through the air
from the plant totaled 66 pounds for 1989, the
report said. The average concentrations of
airborne uranium at 14 monitoring stations
along the plant boundary and off-site were
less than 1 percent of the Energy Department's guideline and below the 1988 average, the report said.
The plant processed uranium metal for the
federal government's production of nuclear

weapons from October 1951 until July 1989.
Production was suspended to concentrate on
cleaning up stored radioactive wastes on the
plant's 1,050 acres in rolling farmland 18
miles northwest of Cincinnati. The site
houses wastes in steel drums, ground pits
and concrete silos.
The plant technically remains on standby
for resumption of production. Energy Department spokesman Steve Wyatt said
Wednesday no decision has been made on
the plant's future. He said a decision may be
announced early in 1991.
But Wyatt noted that the Energy Department is transferring administration of the
plant to a division that is concentrating on
environmental compliance.
The Energy Department has come under
increasing criticism in recent years for airborne and waterbome pollution from the
Fernald plant and other DOE operations nationwide.
The department reached a $78 million
settlement last year with Fernald neighbors.

Portside
mall
may
GREENBRIAR INC.
NOW LEASING
gain revitalization
Spring Semester
Rentals Available
• 2 Bedroom
• 1 Bedroom
• Efficiencies

Call 352-0717 for
more information

Find Them
Every Thursday
In The Blade.
LIVING/Weekend. It's new for you in The Blade.
Find out what's happening in the Toledo area.

TOLEDO (AP) — A Cleveland
developer said Wednesday his
plan to turn a vacant riverfront
mall into an entertainment center
has been revised now that the city
is trying to put a museum in the
building.
Jeff Jacobs, president of
Jacobs Development Inc., wanted to turn the Portside Festival
Marketplace and an abandoned
Toledo Edison steam plant next
to the mall into a regional entertainment center.
But Jacobs said his $12 million
project has been scaled back because city officials want the
Center of Science and Industry to
open an affiliate in Portside.
"What I have talked about with
Thomas Latchem [Toledo's economic development director] is if
the city wants to pursue COSI for
Portside, then I would be willing
to refocus my energies on the
steam plant. This way you would
have the museum in Portside and
entertainment and restaurants in
the steam plant, and possibly a
garage between the two. The two
projects would kind of feed off
each other," Jacobs said.
Jacobs, who had difficulty getting the financing for the $12 mil-

lion project, said it would cost $6
million to turn the steam plant
into an entertainment complex.
Opening a COSI affiliate in
Portside would cost about $10 million, he said.
"The COSI museum is a long
way from happening. And until
the city determines whether or
not that's going to happen, things
are kind of up in the air," he said.
A telephone message left for
Latchem was not returned
Wednesday afternoon.
Roy Shafer, COSI's president
and chief executive officer, said
museum officials are still working on the project's details.
"We and everyone in Toledo
are working real hard at it. We're
trying to finish the business plan
and some market study work. I
think we're making steady progress. There's just a fair amount
of work to get done," Shafer said.
"Once we finish that, we'll be
able to sit down with the folks in
Toledo and make a determination
about how to proceed," he said.
Mayor John McHugh also said
he would like to see COSI open in
Toledo.
But the project still has a few
hurdles to clear, Jacobs said.

THE BLADE

WASHINGTON (AP) - States must suspend the driver's licenses of all convicted drug offenders or risk losing part of their
federal highway funds under newly approved legislation signed
by President Bush.
The measure applies to all states and all illegal drugs, including the 10 states where possession of small amounts of marijuana has been decriminalized but is still considered an infraction of the law.
The legislation included in the transportation appropriations
bill for the current fiscal year got little attention during the
flurry of activity as Congress rushed to leave town at the end of
October.
It calls for withholding 5 percent of federal highway funds
starting Oct. 1, 1993 from states that fail to impose six-month
suspensions on drivers convicted of a drug offense. The cut
would increase to 10 percent on Oct. 1,1995.
About half the states now allow suspension of drug offenders'
licenses, but only a few, such as New Jersey, have mandated
such suspensions.
Passed Oct. 27 and signed by Bush on Nov. 5, the measure accomplishes in large part what national drug control policy director William Bennett tried to impose more than a year ago. But
White House chief of staff John Sununu, a former governor of
New Hampshire, blocked that effort, arguing that states should
be allowed to decide such matters for themselves free from federal government coercion, administration sources said.
The new legislation contains an out for states that don't want
to impose the new rules but still want their full share of federal
highway funds: their legislatures must vote specifically against
requiring the license suspensions, and their governors must go
on record in agreement with that position.
"This forces the states to be accountable," said an administration source, who spoke on condition of anonymity. "We're not going to force you, but if you don't want to do it, you'll have to be
public about it."
In states where they can't agree — for example, the governor
wants to suspend licenses but at least one chamber of the state
legislature does not —the federal highway funds would be cut.
Rep. Gerald B.H. Solomon, R-N.Y., who pushed the amendment, said his main targets were New York and California,
which have both decriminalized marijuana. Both also have
splits in party control: in California, the Democrats control the
legislature, the governor is a Republican; in New York, the governor is a Democrat and his party controls the state assembly
while Republicans control the state senate.
"Seventy-five percent of the drug purchases in America are
done by casual drug users, and that s white, upper-middle class
Americans that drive their Pontiac Firebirds into the ghetto and
buy these killer drugs," Solomon said.
"You don't see the murders take place out in the suburbs, but
it's the casual drug user who supplies the demand for these
drugs," he said. "If you do away with the demand for drugs, then
the drugs will dry up in this country.... When it starts to affect
their livelihoods, maybe then they'll stop using these drugs."
But license suspensions wouldn't necessarily affect their livelihoods, because they would receive limited driving permits
enabling them to continue commuting to work, he said.
There is a lot of money at stake. In the current fiscal year, the
Federal Highway Administration will distribute some $12.3 billion to the states. Of that total, California will get the largest
chunk, some $1.1 billion. New York is to get $666 million.

Media
P Continued from page 4.
decision-making positions on
newspapers, and newspapers
themselves cannot be truly effective until they share decisionmaking with minorities.

The Pheasant Room
offers a

For home delivery,
call 245-6300.

suspend licenses
of drug offenders

He urged journalism students
to have a strong knowledge of
grammar, a well-rounded background on current events and an
effective communication skills.

THANKSGIVING BUFFET
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!! ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS !!
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from Research Services

Deadline is Monday. December 10,1990

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted

HOWARD'S club H J. C. COMIC STOP
352-9951
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ROMANTICS
with CsM Shot & Nu TMMS

|

Thursday
November 15

Buck Brothers

Join Food Operations for an
Autumn Harvest Feast
Kreischer
Founders

Further Information and Applications are available

120 McFall Center - or call 372-7714

210 N. Main

$?

undergraduate students Interested In conducting research projects

12- 2 P.M.
372-7947
372-7949
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ROUND II
Alumni Association funds arc available for

Commons
McDonald

Thursday, Nov. 15 4:30-6:30

Wednesday-Saturday
dnesi
Nove
" member 16-17
HOURS:

Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.
*Mini-Pitchers Every Day*

WELCOMES

BILL SIENKIEWICZ
Artist 0!
Daredevil, Elektrassin
Brought to Light
Big Numbers
November 17 11:00 - 6:00

j. c. COMIC STOP
5239 Bill Ave.f Toledo
(Corner of Reynolds and Bill in
Meadowbrook Shopping Shopping Plaza.
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Sports
Men's basketball favored to win MAC
by Matt Schroder
sports editor

BG Newt /John Grieshop
Freshman center Jason Crump (right) tries to fake out a player from the Verlch Reps. Crump was recruited
while playing high school basketball In Mercersburg, Pa., but he Is a native ot Tislton, England. Crump Is
expected to fulfill a backup center role for the Falcons this year.

Give another Christmas.

If there's one thing the men's
basketball team will not be this
season, it's boring.
Win or lose, the 1990 Falcons
will run the floor in an up-tempo
fashion, hoping to force turnovers
and convert fast break baskets.
And according to almost every
major college basketball publication in the nation, Bowling
Green will win enough times to
earn the Mid-American Conference Championship.
The Falcons were singled out at
the pre-season media conference
last week in Detroit as well.
League beat writers also picked
BG to finish the season at number
one in the conference.
"(Being selected first) was a
big vote of confidence for us," BG
senior forward Joe Moore said. "I
think the stands will be full this
year and the crowd will get going
and get us going even more.'
According to head coach Jim
Larranaga. the team will not sit
back and let the game come to
them — the Falcons will try to
force the tempo with a fast break
offense and a swarming defense.
Statistically, last year's effort
left little room for improvement.
The 1989 Falcons were second in
overall offense and third in defense. BG was also second in rebounding margin behind Ball
State.
"We're looking at playing a
game that has a lot of possessions
—hopefully we will get 100 a
game — which is a lot," Larranaga said. "If we increase the possessions and utilize our depth we
can be a very effective transition
team.
"And if we can use our pressure
defense to create those possessions that would be ideal,' the
coach added.
"Statistically we were right
there and that's important. A
team with a lot of ways to win is
in good shape because it's conceivable one part could break

down," Larranaga said.
That's where the depth comes
in — not to mention a wealth of
experience.
Opposing MAC coaches will
spend enough sleepless nights
knowing the Falcons did not lose

Spotlighting Larranaga.
DGuidedBGtoalKJBNTT
Tournament birth.
OKtt lifetime record.
J57-57 in four years at BG
(3*42 in the MAC).
OS* while at American
International.
a single player to graduation last
year, but now BG has added four
new players to its 11-man roster,
seven of whom are seniors.
Center Jason Crump, forward
Jason Hall, and point guard Michael Huger will probably see
playing tune once the season
opens against Heidelberg Nov. 26.
Forward Matt Otto, a six-foot five
freshman from Lima will likely
^»t*»t»»•*»*»*

be red-shirted.
At six-foot 10, Crump will help
take the heat off starting center
Ed Colbert, who averaged 6.9
points per game and 5.3 rebounds
last year. Hall will come off the
bench along with Tom Hall and
Derek Kizer to spot probable
starters Steve Watson (10.7 ppg,
6.2 rpg) and Moore (12.4,7.3).
But in the end, Huger may
make the largest contribution of
all. The six-foot sophomore from
Manhattan will be first off the
bench for first-team All-MAC
point guard Clinton Venable who
scored 16.8 points and dished out
4.6 assists a game last year.
"The point guard position is one
you need the most depth at," Larranaga said. "If you're going to
play up-tempo you need more
than one. (Huger) can push the
ball up very well in transition."
The rest of the Falcons' roster
includes guards Joe Bair, Vada
Burnett, Billy Johnson and Kirk
Whiteman; and forward Juan
Street.
Though most forecasters give
BG the inside track to the MAC title, no one will lay down for them.
See Men, page 11.
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Soup 'n' Salad
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Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Union
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Give blood.

LUe will be Icosing the following
locotions for the Foil of 1991

RED HOT &
R0LLIN' AT
CHARLIE'S DODGE

East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Buff Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
Columbia Court Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments

"Home of the Cheaper Deall'

SHADOWS - SPIRITS
DAKOTA TRUCKS & 4X4'S
CARAVANS (long & Short)

Coll or Stop in for o Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

CARGO VANS-TRUCKS
DODGE DYNASTY'S DAYTONA'S & STEALTH'S

-0717

"ANYWAY YOU LOOK AT IT,
CHARLIE'S GOT THE PRICE
AND THE MERCHANDISE!

Hours:
M-F 9a.m.-5p.m.
Sat. 9a.m.l-lp.

893-0241

Tired of white out and correction tape??

Xilef Inc.
can provide an affordable solution!
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GRRDURTC STUDENTS:
Openings ore available in double rooms in
the residence halls for Spring Semester. If
uou want to live On Campus and join the fun
call tl
the Office of On-Compos Housing
coll
at 372-2011
or come bu
Room 440 of the Student Services
Building!
' Pteosenotedthere ore a limited number of openings for men. so don't wait!
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Cavs down
the Pacers
by Chuck MeMn
AP sports writer

RICHFIELD, Ohio —
Rookie Danny Ferry hit two
quick baskets and passed to
Craig Ehlo for a third during a 24-5 run in the second
quarter as the Clevelnd Cavaliers built a 22-point firsthalf lead and beat the Indiana Pacers 113-95
Wednesday night.
The Cavaliers, who had
seven players score in
double figures, won their
third straight game and
their fifth in the last six, im(iroving their home record
o 3-0. Indiana lost its third
straight overall and has lost
14 of its last 15 in Cleveland.
The Pacers" Rik Smits
muscled a short hook shot
past Ferry and converted a
tree throw that pulled Indiana within three with 7:29
left in the second quarter.
Cleveland then ran off 24 of
the next 29 points, including
Ferry's 20-foot jumper, fastbreak basket and pass to
Ehlo in the paint for an easy
12-footer.
Gerald Paddio closed the
flurry with a layup that put
Cleveland ahead 56-34 late
in the half, and Indiana got
no closer than eight in Die
second half.
Mark Price led Cleveland
with 25 points, five of them
during a 9-1 spurt in the
fourth quarter. The Pacers
had closed to 85-77 on
George McCloud's layup
with eight minutes remaining before two free throws
by Larry Nance and a jumper and 3-pointer by Price
put Cleveland comfortably
ahead again.
Chuck Person led Indiana
with 20 points. Reggie Miller scored 13, less than half
his average of 27.3.

Voll faces another
coaching challenge
by Jamie Joss
sports writer

Like the great sculptor Rodin,
Fran Voll has been scultping his
basketball teams into some of the
best the MAC has ever seen.
In fact, BG has dominated the
conference for the last four years,
winning three of the last four regular season titles and four consecutive Mid-American Conference tournament championships,
including the four straight NCAA
tournament trips.
Last year, voll was given a
team that he was forced to sculpt
without the three workhorse
players that formed the first
mold and led to the rise of Falcon
dominance.
Without Jackie Motycka, Megan McGuire, and Paulette Backstrom, he molded his team
around the powers of seniors
Angie Bonner and Tecca Thompson.
Although many fans were skeptical of how the team would perform, he went to work with his
tools and put together a team that
after a few rough early games,
had become a renewed power
that eventually won its fourth
straight MAC tournament championship.
Again this year he has been
handed a different piece of clay to
mold.
"The situation we are going to
have is going to be a little
different basketball team, but our
style will remain the same and
my coaching will not change and
a lot of those things that have
been good to us are what we are
going to want to stay with," BG
head coach Fran Voll said.
Like last years squad, it has
also been enisled down with the
losses of such key players as
Angie Bonner (graduation), Tecca Thompson (graduation),
sophomore Lori Albers (knee inIury, out for the season), and
:rin Vick (left the team for personal reasons).
"You can't lose a player like
Lori and not feel it, but that
doesn't mean we're going to roll

uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno

Are you a DAW6 fan?
If so, then come with K5J© to a Geveland|
Browns Game on Sunday, December 2,
1990. The cost is $29.00 which includes
the ticket and
transportation. Van
leaves Union oval at
9:30 am. There are
only 30 spots available,
so sign up now in the K£D
office, 3rd floor Union.

over, because we're not. We are
going to be good and we're going
> work hard at it," Voll said.
Albers is working very hard to
get back, but basketball isn't her
first priority.
"I ve forgotten about basketball already, my season is over,
the thing I've got to do is get my
knee back together and work on
my studies," she said.

Spotlighting Voll...
Has guided BG to four
straight NCAA tournament
appearances.
MAC Coach of the Year
in 1967 and 1969.
UNCAA District IV Coach
of the Year in 1987.
MAC's Winningest
Coach (80-20) and (13045
overall) in six years at BG.
DRanks among the 20
winningest active Division I
coaches in women's basketball.
Not only did the Falcons lose
four players, but they also lost 59
percent of their scoring and 51
percent of their rebounding.
So, this year Voll looks to mold
the team around the trio of senior
leadership in six-foot-one-inch
Traci Gorman, Wanda Lyle, and
six-foot Heather Finfrock.
"Traci, Wanda, and Heather
are in their senior years and that
is worth a whole lot when you talk
about tradition," Voll said. "If we
can get some sophomores and
particularly like juniors Katie
and Cathy can come along and
support that kind of situation,
then we might be pretty good, we
might have a nice ball club."
Off guard Cathy Koch should be
a key addition to the mold after a
stellar 20 point performance in a
recent exhibition game against
Athletes in Action.
Gorman (9.8 ppg, 4.9 rpg) will
be looked upon to pick up a great
deal scoring and rebounding load
this season.
Lyle (6.0 ppg, 3.2 ape) provides
a great deal of leadership and exKrience at the point and will also
expected to take up the slack
of the players lost.
Both Gorman and Lyle sense a
changing of the guard that
seniors go through and the responsibility involved with that ti-

BG Newi/John Grieshop
Senior forward Traci Gorman (right) attempts a shot over Athletes In Action player Kim Valek (left). In the
game, Gorman scored 18 points and grabbed live rebounds. Gorman Is one ot the key players returning
for the Falcons this season.

Drabek wins Cy Young

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Doug
Drabek, who pitched the Pittsburgh Pirates within one step of
the World Series, came within
one vote Wednesday of unanimous selection as the National
League Cy Young Award winner.
Drabek, who led the league
with 22 victories against six losses while leading his team to its
first division title since 1979, became the first Pirate in 30 years
to win the award.
He received 23 of 24 first-place
votes and 118 of of a possible 120
points in balloting by the Baseball
Writers Association of America.
Ramon Martinez (20-6), the Los
"I think you don't realize it but
it really does, there are times Angeles Dodgers' 22-year-old
fastballer, was second with one
□ See Women, page 11. first-place vote and 70 points.

in 1960. "All of that individual
stuff was pushed aside. I didn't
think about it, even after the
season. I was just wishing we
were in the World Series."
Drabek was 1-1 in the Pirates'
six-game NL playoffs loss to Cincinnati, winning 2-1 in Game 5. He
allowed three runs in 16 1-3 innings for a 1.65 postseason ERA.
A Texan, like Nolan Ryan and
Roger Clemens, Drabek was 12-3
after a Pirates' loss. The righthander almost single-handedly
prevented the Pirates from losing
more than six in a row.
He won 19 of his last 22 decisions, had a 2.76 earned run
average and was second in the
league with nine complete
games, including two shutouts.
He nearly missed joining the
majors' no-hit club, pitching 8 2-3
hitless innings Aug. 3 against
Philadelphia until SU Campusano
singled on a 3-2 pitch.
"He's the best pitcher in the
O See Drabek, page 11.

Frank Viola of the New York
Mets was third with two secondplace votes and 13 thirds for 19
points.
Ballots were cast by two
writers in each National League
city.
It was Drabek's ability to win
big games in a pressure-cooker
pennant race that kept the Mets
from overtaking the Pirates.
Pittsburgh lacked the bullpen
stopper that most contenders
have, but manager Jim Leyland
contended all season it didn't
matter, "because we've got Cy
Young (Drabek) on our staff.
He's our stopper."
Drabek, who never won more
than 15 games before this season,
said he was never worried he
would win — or not win — the Cy
Young.
"Because of the pennant race
and the playoffs. I never allowed
myself to even think about this,"
said Drabek, the first Pirate Cy
Young winner since Vernon Law

1 /

presents:

DRY POCK
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17, 1991
from 9-1 am
IOV

Live Comics! _ /Ha I la Ha

WINTHR0P TERRACE

Hoo Hoo Ha
Ha Hoo Ha Hee.

400 Napoleon

352-9135

Hee Hee_

Comedy
Night!!
(basement Harshman)
[Admission Free!!

EASYSTREET

| 104 S. Main St.

Blitzon
/*
<
t

•

^r

is offering an....

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
Sign up NOW for the early bird special and

Live Thursday Nov. 15
- One Night Only -

Upstairs at Easystreet Cafe
t

NEWLOVE
RENTALS

353-0988

21 & Over

enjoy reduced rent throughout the yearl
• Brochures now available
• over 350 rental opportunities including:
apartments, houses, duplexes
• Prime locations

328 S. Alain
352-5260
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Early signingsfor Falcon swim team WLAF opens in VI
BG's hoops teams stays undefeated

The men's and women's basketball teams each secured an early
signing for next season.
The men's squad signed the talents of Mike Swanson, a sixThe women's swim team defeated Cleveland State 154-143 on
foot-three-inch guard who plays at Concord High School in Elkhart, Wednesday night.
Ind. signed his letter of intent with the Falcons Wednesday.
With the win BG improved its dual meet record to 4-0 on the season
and the team captured nine top honors in the meet.
Last year, he averaged 10 points per game and S assists per game
and led his team to the state championship where they finished runThe 400-yard medley relay was won by the team of Jody Reed, Sheri
ners-up to famed guard Damon Bailey's squad, Bailey is a talented Kraus, Deidre Heer, and Gina Jacobs, with a time of 4:06.22.
freshman player at Indiana University.
Keely Yenglin grabbed top honors in the 1000 freestyle in 10:32.41
Deidre Heer won the 200 freestyle in 2:01.97.
The women's squad signed center Michelle Shade a six-foot-oneinch player from Pickerington High School in Columbus, O.
Jen Olson captured the 100 back stroke honors in 1:05.89.
Kraus recieved her second first place effort in the 100 breast stroke
She played with current freshman point guard Susie Cassell as (1:09.63).
*
Pickenngton captured the State Division I championship last year.
Last year, she averaged 20.2 ppg, 9.5 rebs and earnedfirst team AP
Reed also had earned her second top performance with the top
and UPI All-State Division 1 honors.
effort in the 200 butterfly in 2:13.82.

Men
D Continued from page 9.
Many close to the league think
this could be one of the league's
winningest seasons.
"I would say Eastern Michigan, Central and Ball State have
as much or more talent than we
do," Larranaga said.
What the Falcons are looking at
to set them apart from the rest of
the league is defense.
"WeTe moving toward becoming a better defensive team right
now because we feel defense wins

Yenglin was the third BG swimmer to earn two honors, winning the
100 butterfly (1:00.47)
championships," Larranaga
said.
Putting the ball in the hoop
doesn't hurt either and if the Falcons achieve their goal of 100 possessions a game, the shots will be
constantly flying.
"This is the type of basketball
we've wanted to play since we've
been here," Moore said of the uptempo style. "Now we have the
combination and we're going to
go out and do it up."

Women
□ Continued from page 10.
when you're thinking I'm a senior
I should be ahead of her or leading the group," Gorman said.
Lyle has the same attitude, "It
puts a lot more pressure on me,
now I have to step up and be accounted for every game, there
are no mistakes, or I'm tired, I
didn't feel good today, you always
have to be ready to be motivated
to get the team up if they're down
and tell them don't give up no
matter what."
Finfrock (6.0 ppg, 2.9 rpg) was
a spot starter last year and
should be a key force for the Falcon frontline attack.
The rest of the forward duties
will probably be split up among
six-foot sophomore Andrea
Nordmann, six-foot sophomore
Judit Lendvay, and freshman
Tangy Williams from Dayton
Chaminade-Julienne High
School.
The center duties will be primarily filled by six-foot-two-inch
junior Katie McNulty who missed
six mid-season games due to an

illness, and has been used sparingly throughout her career with
Bonner ahead of her.
"I feel really good, I ran a lot
over the summer, lifted weights,
and played a lot of basketball this
summer," McNulty said. "I want
to try to fit in and do whatever I
can."
Freshman six-foot-one-inch
J.J. Nuesmeyer who averaged
19.2 ppg and 11.0 rpg in high
school may figure into some of
the center duties.
Other freshmen include Susie
Cassell, who was the Ohio High
School Division I Player of the
Year and Talita Scott who averaged 19.5 ppg, 14 rpg, and 6 steals
per game, at Akron Buchtel High
School.
"I just want to continue to be a
good team, continue to work hard
and play well, and if we can survive some early going outings, we
might have a chance to be solid
before the year is over," Voll
said.

The diving events belonged to Jenny Kent who won both the onemeter and three-meter diving events with totals of 211.80 and 214.05,
respectively.

New league formed
CHICAGO (AP) - Independent
DePaul will be part of a new
Great Midwest basketball conference that also will include five
other schools from existing
leagues, it was learned Wednesday.
A news conference to announce
the new league — which will begin play a year from now — was
set for Thursday afternoon in
Chicago.
Reports have been circulating
this week that the other schools
are: Cincinnati and Memphis
State from the Metro Conference,
Alabama-Birmingham from the
Sun Belt Conference, St. Louis
and Marquette from the Midwestern Collegiate Conference.
St. Louis athletic director Deb-

DALLAS (AP) — The World
League of American Football announced Wednesday that it will
kick off its inaugural season as
scheduled in March 1991 with 10
teams in three divisions, including seven North American cities
and three European sites.
The announcement was made
by president Mike Lynn, following a report to shareholders in the
unique operation.
The Europe division will be
made up of London, Barcelona
and Frankfurt. North America
East includes New York, Montreal, Orlando, Fla., and the Carolinas, and the North American
West has Sacramento, Calif., San
Antonio, and Birmingham, Ala.
Lynn said the team in the Carolinas would be based at either
Raleigh or Charlotte, with a decision to be made by Dec. 1.
"Starting tomorrow, we will
hold a series of press conferences
in league cities involving ownership, front office executives,
team nicknames, logos, and uniform colors and other league
news," said Lynn, who has approved franchise ownership
commitments in eight of the cities.
"For businesses reasons, the
league will own and operate the
London and Frankfurt franchises
and will announce management
groups for those franchises," he
said.
The league will announce a
playing schedule by Dec. 1, including a site for the inaugural
World Bowl championship game.
The WLAF will open a 10-week
regular season on March 23 with
semifinal playoffs game scheduled June 1-2 and the World Bowl
on June 9.

The league will have its first
player evaluation combine and
draft Feb. 11-24 at Orlando.
"We've signed some 100
players and we intend to sign
about 1,000 players by February," Lynn said.
Lynn said he received no opposition from the NFL about the
league, although some of the
shareholders discussed whether
the spring league should have
been delayed a year because of
the unstable economy.
"It was decided that the time to
negotiate is over and that everything is in place and we need to go
on with it, Lynn said.
During the special NFL owners
meeting, a committee was
formed to study giving commissioner Paul Tagliabue new
powers under a reorganization
plan, which included putting
some television, NFL Films and
NFL Properties under his office.
The committee includes owners
Norman Braman of Philadelphia,
Art Modell of Cleveland. Mike
McCaskey of Chicago and Jerry
Jones of Dallas.
Tagliabue said the management council also will be absorbed into the league office at a
later date under his own discretion.
Jack Don Ian, the executive director of the NFL management
council, emerged unscathed despite predictions he was on the
way out.

bie Yow declined comment on reports that an agreement had been
reached. Yow has said the school
has been involved in discussions
about a new conference.
Memphis State president Thomas Carpenter told 77ie Commercial Appeal newspaper in
that Tennessee city that his
school was ready to make the
"There was no discussion of
move to the new league, calling it
personnel matters, it was strictly
"an opportunity we should move
organizational," Tagliabue said.
with.'r
"Jack will continue to be on
Cincinnati athletic director
board."
Rick Taylor and DePaul athletic
director Bill Bradshaw declined
Tagliabue's threat to remove
comment.
the 1993 Super Bowl from Phoenix
DePaul, shunned by the NCAA
ABC Sports will televise a after Arizona voters failed to apTournament selection committee national game of the week each Jrove a paid Martin Luther King
at the end of last season, could Sunday and USA Network will
r. holiday also was discussea,
improve its postseason chances cablecast prime-time games on albeit
briefly, he said.
by belonging to a league.
Saturday and Monday nights.
Drabek
Cincinnati and Memphis State There will also be six telecasts on
"It was not a subject of today's
are charter members of the Saturday afternoons during the meeting,"
a Continued from page 10.
Tagliabue said. "The
Metro,
which
started
play
in
1975.
season.
topic lasted about 30 seconds."
league — no doubt, no question
about it," Leyland said. "There
was nobody better in a big
*ft*iV*-s>*^*<rwA*<r*«wTV**wT>w
game."
The first Pirate to lead the ■Cr
league in victories in 32 years —
Bob Friend was 22-14 in 1958 — •
The Academic Affairs Committee of USG wishes to thank *
Drabek was almost unbeatable
down the stretch. He was 5-0 in £
the following students who put together the
^
July, 4-1 in August and 5-1 in September and was the NL's pitcher *
1990-1991 Faculty and Course Evaluation Book:
*
of the month in both July and August — the first pitcher since 1977 ■b
to win consecutive awards.
David Darcy
Jessica Hoffman
■&

1-800-332-AIDS

John Corrigan
Mindy Engler
Ronda Feltman
Kerri Gunderman

■ft

+
■&

*
•Ar

*
■•■

Julie Martini
Jason Richardson
Jill Stanton
Jenny Struthers

+

:

THANKYOU!
•
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Get Into Video Cameras
This Holiday Season
FOR £
AS LOW 5)
AS

799

95

OLYMPUS VX-806

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

■ 8X, 11.6 variable-speed power zoom • Advanced 270.000-pixel CCD lor extremely sharp images
Ultra-precise digital TTL autofocus, with macro-locus in manual mode

RICOH

Last Chance to Sign-up for

COLL

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

$

119995

WE HAVE VIDEO ACCESSORIES INCLUDING:
• Video Tripods

• Video Color Enhancement Lights

• Replacement Camcorder Batteries

1 HR. COLOR FILM PROCESSING
AVAILABLE AT BOWLING GREEN

YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

BLUE RIBBON PHOTO

Hurry and don't miss the fun!! |
UAO

8.1 power zoom
Hi-fi stereo
LCO display
Supehmposer w/8
colors

8999S

Sign-ups in the IsifiRE? Office end Today!
Competition takes place Nov. 17-18.
Rooms 1008, 1009 BAA from 10am-5pm
Winners will go to Regional Competition at the
University of Toledo!
Call (SftjSe)office at 372-2343 for information.
UAO

By Sony R-86S

$

"the Varsity Sport of the Mind"

UAO

^RICOH

By Sony R-66
6 1 power zoom
Macro focusing
Ultra-compact—
less than 25 oz.
Autolocus or manual
Hi-speed shutter

UAO

FILM DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO
157 N. Main, B.G.
Ph. 353-4244
Monday-Friday 9-8; Saturday 9-5; Sunday 12-5
(acro»«

from

Uptown)

rim ii ii i ii 111111 ii a
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Classifieds
PSYCHIC FAIR
Fun I fascination at the BG
Hobday Inn on November 18.
11 am-flpm Wonderful merchants—
Area's top psychics wsl answer
quee on health, career romance etc
S7 00lor 15nw> SI admission
Pubsc Welcome Call 499 2310

CAMPUS ft CITY EVENTS
• HOME AID CONCERT •
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 1!
m Honmeal Common*. 7 30 pm
Local MuaK Bonanza
S3 ednaaanyi banaflat
The HomeieeB Awareneee Projacl
of Northweef On»
• ROCK THE HOUSE •

Tonight at the French House Inlormation Meet
ftg for Summer 2nd Academic Year Abroad m
pens a Tours Thursday. Nov 15 7 00

' Spartan Clue '
Bring your bcfceta and monay for Thuraday'a
rattle Weaielmeem 107 Henna at 8 00

LOST ft FOUND

ALL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS PERKINS LOANS. OR
NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE GRA
DUATINO OR LEAVING BGSU AT THE END Of
FAU. SEMESTER 1 »»0. SHOULD CALL THE
STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT 372 8112 TO
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR AN EXIT
INTERVIEW

FOUND Lavaaer Call 352 8445

SERVICES OFFERED
POWERFLO MOBILE D J SERVICE
Best Price a Sound Around

AMA
SCAVENGER HUNT
Moat lonKjhl at 7:4$ al lha Union wHh tl and
a ear H you have ona. Tha winning group will
raoarr* a apoclal prtief Don't mlaaoutl

Cal 874 8684
PREGNANT'
We can help FREE pregnancy tests a supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Can 354 HOPE

BAND A RAMA
BGSU CONCERT a MARCHING BANDS
Sunday Nov 18th 3 00 pm
$3 00 licKeU available m KoOecker Lobby
Moora Musical Arts Canlar

Typing. SI 50perpege 354 0371

PERSONALS

BGNEWS
MEETING FOR VOLUNTEERS
(Wntera and Pholographeral
EACH SUNOAY
8pm 210WealHaI
Contact DaotM Hippie at 372 6977
lor information

KAPPAS:
GRAB A OATEAND DON'T BE LATEI
TONIGHT, 7-11
• UPTOWN •
BRINQ S

BGSU FALL WIND ENSEMBLE
FrtoayNov 18m8 00pm
KobackarHalinMMAC
Frae to the PubHc

KAPPAS:
GRAB A OATE •
AND DON'T BE LATE!
TONIGHT, 7-11
• UPTOWN •
BRING S

CALL NOW
for you
Senior picture appointment
It'a only SO lo gaf your picture
taken and gal It in lha yearbook
We're scheduling appointments now.
so eel ma KEY Office
at 372-8088

KAPPAS:
GRAB A DATE
AND DON'T BE LATEI
TONIGHT, 7-11
• UPTOWN •
BRINGS

Creative Writing BFA Reading by Ten H*. She!
ley Parka, and Robert Wagner Thursday Nov
15 6 00 pm 7 15 pm Commuter center TV
Lounge Please Come
DRY DOCK PRESENTS
Dry Funny Nkghl. One Fun Place
Set Nov 1 7 Irom 9 I am DRV DOCK
welcomes Hve comedians as we
present our Annual COMEDY NIOHT
Coma laugh your troubles away or lust spend a
lun(ny) night with your freinds Located In the
basement of harshman Quad And as usual
No Cover " No ID'S ' Free
Every Friday al noon, all graduate students
are invited to a soup and sandwich lunch donation, al UCF Center, corner ol Thuratln and
Ridge TMa Friday Jose Luna. Educalion. will
ifcai ill Materialism a Madne&e"
Female roommate needed 2 bdrm washer.
dryer, diahwasher. AC. micro SI75'mo Plus
ufBea Can 354-4588

* DELTA ZETA " THETA CHI *
VOLLEYBALL KINGS AND QUEENS
Com* vote for your favonte
candidate at the Education Building
Wednesday and Thursday
10 am to 4 pm and Friday 10 am to 2 pm
* Delta Zeta * Theta Ch. '
• HOME • AID CONCERT'
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17
730 pm In Noflhaaat Commons
HEAR: Great Local Bands
SEE: All your freinds
SUPPORT: A great causa
f 3.00 Admission
' ALL PROCEEDS OO TO THE HOMELESS *
- AWARENESS PROJECT *
of Northwest Ohio
Sponsored by M.I WBOU - FM and The
Homeleea Awareneea project

DRY DOCK PRESENTS
Dry Funny f*ght. One Fun Piece
Sat Nov 17 from 9-1am. DRY DOCK
welcomes live comedians as we present
our Annual COMEDY NIGHT
Come laugh your troubles away or fust spend a
lun(ny) night with your freinds Located m the
basement of Harshman Quad And as usual
No cover • No IDs * Free'

A-O-PiA-O PiA-OPi
We love our pledge educators'
A-O-Pi Pledges

Are you Interested In a unique experience
studying poverty In Washington, DC during
Spring Break?
You can earn 3 hours credit m Ethnic Studies1
For more inlormation cal *352'7534
Attn: Social Ed 4 Sociaiwork Maiors
Speaker from STARR Common Wealth
Sunday. Nov 16.8 00
410 Ed 4 Door prizes A refresh bySCEC

AXO'AXO* Chris Crawford 'AXO"AXO
The Sisters ol Alpha Chi Omega would hhe lo
congratulate Chris Crawford on her engagement to Michael Tushman Best ol luck to
ya both* We love you Chris"
Alpha Ch. Love. Your Sisters
AXO ■ AXO * AXO ' AXO * AXO ' AXO

AXO" AXO" Dawn Wilt ■ AXO ■ AXO
The moment has arrived1 The Sisters ol Alpha
Chi Omega would like lo extend our warmest
congratulations and best wishes toDawn Witt
on her engagement to Scott Puller. Good
luck to the both of you!
Love, the Alpha Chl'sl
AXO " AXO " AXO ' AXO ' AXO * AXO

• • Coach Kimble • ■
Congratulations on an awesome yoar as
Freshman Volleyball Coach at BGHS. You did
an excellent rob awe are vary proud ol you
We Love You
Jody. Joan A Clara

LESBIAN AND GAY ALLIANCE
There w« be a LAGA support group meeting
thia Thursday. November 15. at 8 30 pm in the
United Christian Fellowship upstairs lounge
The meeting is Iree and open to al

• A-Chi-0 • Michelle Hennesy ■ A Chl-0 ■
Congratulations on your iavaherlng lo Phi Delt
Steve Barnhart'
We love youi Love, your A-Chi-0 slaters

Are you taking
advantage
of us?
We hope

HO!

We're here to ttervice the university community!
Bring u- your graphir dt-Hign and desktop

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
MEN'S WRESTLING • NOV 26. MEN'S &
WOMEN'S 3-PLAYER BASKETBALL - NOV
29 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00 pm ON ENTRY DUE DATE

Tim
Thanks for the use of your car and the sweatshirt You're the besl! 1-4-3'
Amy
Water Polo Club
M W • 8 10
Cooper Pool Rec Center
Everyone Welcome
No Experience Necessary
For Info Call 354-5693

Is the environment going to be safe for your
children? You can help Improve the condition of our world. Greenpeace will be presenting a lecture sponsored by UAO on
December 4th at 7:30 pm in Ihe Lenhart
Grand Ballroom.

KKG " KKG * KKG
We love our Fraternity Educator. Amy
Booth'You're the best'
Love, the pledges

Finish language requirement.
10 his credit
Information meeting
Thursday 11-15
7 00 PM French House

All love is sweel
Given or returned
They who inspire it moat
Are fortunate
But those who feel it most
Are happier still
Thank you lor the love I feel
Happy Anniversary'
-D.

Did you know' Planned Parenthood has been a
strong supporter ol the Chinese population
control policy program, which includes forced
abortions
Did you know? Almost every candidate supported by Students For Choice won on Campus' Moat students respect a woman's right to
CHOOSE''-SFC

Mary Kay Holiday Open House
Saturday Nov l7th-2-5pm
Can Pam 352-4915 for details
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
Membership applications are due by 5:00 p.m
Friday. November 16th in 405 Student Service
or ihe UAO office (3rd floor Union!
Scott.
I am honored to be your date Sat I can't wait to
see your P J s
Liz
SPRINGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS
48 ft. Luxury Yachts
Groups Of 6 to 8
Seven Days Barefoot Sailing The Bahamas
$488 00 each Includes Private Cabin A Meals
SPRINGBREAK HOTLINE
1-800-999-7245

01

WANTED
1 male non-smoking to sublease room al Village
Green Apis Si 40/mo CaUJim 353-8070
1 male to sublease apt (or Spring'91
Close to campus
CaH 354-7331
1 or 2 Male roommates to sublease for Spring
1991 includes membership to health club, spacious rooms and balcony CaH 3546687
1 to 3 male roommates needed 'or Spr semester Rent varying Cal 352-5915. Haven
House Manor Apts
ATTENTION 525 East Merry Apt for subieasmg of Spring 1991 for 3 or 4 people Call
354-6363.

Hours:
Sunday
Mi>n I hurs

Female roomate needed for Spring semester
Great location1 Foxrun Apts. $150 month
Give us a try»Please cal 354-5886
Female roommate needed IMMEDIATELY 2
bedroom apt close to campus Only $145 a
month plus electric- NEGOTIABLE* One FREE
month renti'Ptease call Dawn at 288-2744 or
454-2711 leave meaiage
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
to students or student organizations
promoting our Spring Break Packages.
GoodPay&Fun CallCMI 1-800-423-5264
HEYVOU'
If you are a female and are looking for a place lo
Ive for spring semester 1991. then give me a
cal (218)682-6179. Ask lor Debt
Needed' One female to lease Village Green apt
for Spring Semester Call 354-8699
One Roommate to share large apartment Big
place. Spring Sem 2 Baths Rent Negotiable'
Cal 354-6550
Rmte for Spring Cbl Sat Dish. Low Util ($1 5)
Hurry $675 Sem Negot 354 8385
Roommate needed for Spring 91
Yes. you can have your own bedroom1
Cal Jim or Darin 353-LUSH
PS We party sometimes

Wanted Female roomie for Spring Semester
Large apt , 2 full baths, dishwasher, lots of
storage Fun atmosphere1 Call 352-4420

Friday

HELP WANTED

54.25
I2:00-2:00 P.M.
11:30-1:30 P.M.
4:30-7:00 P.M.
11:30-1:30 P.M.

Located In the University union
Quantum BO card a i epted after 430 lor oncampus siudenis
Quantum BO card accepted all day lor of(-campus siudenis

Chid care in our home for 2 1/2 yr old. Need
energetic loving indiv. desirable weekly salary
for person w/gcod knowledge and/or experience m chad development Cal 352-9488.
leave message
Need bartender tor small lounge at the Buckeye
Budget Motor Inn. Hours are 4 pm to 12 midnight Tuea. - Frf Prior experience necessary
Stop out btn 9 -3 weekly
No Telemarketing
District office of mtemational firm has ful and
part-time openings $8 00 to start. Can work
around school or work schedule AASP scholarship available Call now 362-1060.

Fatman

by John Boissy

CLA-ZEL THEATRE
DOWI.ING CRCBNs I" IV.I

^ SL>nny, he /ooki o.eoc". J
Crry HAA 2*EZ>*e> ?*C

Vow ^jetac^d^A Se^ofif
X

MAVe

7X3 . ..

THC L-AlT5r CJAA?/ I—
Halt PER It STrfESrvTh

S Tonite is Bargain Nite =
= all seats only »2.50 z

fttRMtf"

hvcvca. ase^
D
nice tr-i«..

«

if'* 2*

ami
Z
Z

Nightly at
7:15 -9:15

I MINI

At the Glenbyne Cinemas
Toledo 382-5606
METROPOLITAN (PG-13)
DARK RAIN (R)
Call theatre for showtimes
minium

■■f, -« -.^-.

17 cubic ft white refrigerator
• good condition * $ 175 00 "
353-1068
1980 Pmlo $500 OBO very reliable

Call

354 7697
1961 Chevy Monza $200 Call 372 7714
1986 Monte Carlo SS. Burgundy. Sharp.
Loaded. $7500 or best offer Cal 372 4340
2 beer signs Miller High Lile ■ $25 & Genny
Cream • $20 al 354-7086

IBM AT Portable computer. Full slza key
board CQA monitor. Amber external monitor,
2400 Band modem 2 drives, 640 K, 6 mo. old.
•720. Call 372-2950.

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bedroom apts
Immediate Occupancy

352-7454 or 823-7555
9 4 12 month leases/semester leases
1 and 2 Bdrm Apts. Available for
Immediate Occupancy

1 Bedroom apt wood floors, on Main St . good
location ft reasonable rent* 352-3520

WANTED - Male Female rmte. Second a Elm.
$165'mo Cal 352-454*5 leave message

RIBS

FOR SALE

Female Roommate needed to sublease apartment close to campus lor Spring '91 For more
mlormation call Barb al 353 5270

Wanted - Diesel Engine for 1981 Volkswagen
Report 686-1740

m

Floor Walker. Door Checker. Must be availabl
Weekends. Must be 21 and dependable Apply
at Gamers 893 S Main

RE MANAGEMENT
113 RAILROAD STREET
(Next to Kmko's)
352-9302

URGENT
Female Roommate wanted to sublease at FOX
RUN for Spring or Spring and Summer Rent
negotiable CaH Wendy, Kristen. or Connie at
353-9399

All You Can Eat

Are you coming back to Columbus lor the hobdays? We have got a great job for you Be a
Northland Mai Ambassador Flexible hours.
competitive pay. great working environment Interested? Call Keith Konkoli at (614)
267-9275

Female rmte needed lo sublease visage Green
Apt for spring semester Only $170/ month
plus electric. Call 354-8284

Two non-smoking female roommates for sp
semester, 120/mo. 600'semester 4th st ph
354-6833 ask for Beth

** T *

The BO News
ha* an advertising
sales position open beginning
Spring Semester 1991
Open to all majors Commission paid
Must have own car
Job descriptions & applications
available at 214 West Hall
Deadline Tues . Nov 20. 5pm

For Sale 2 Janes Addiction tickets for Clev.
Nov 27 W* trade for Detroit or Chicago tickets Or will sell CaH 354 8299 Tim

Roommate needed for large house across from
Kohl, no utilittea, own room Free Waterbed
Tom 354-7385

THURSDA Y'S SPECIAL

372-7418

FRI: TRIP 20
SAT: 100 Proof with S.e.

INTRAMURAL WRESTLING OFFICIALS
NEEDED APPLY IN 106 REC CENTER BY
NOVEMBER 15. 1990 WRESTLING EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

Join
The Great American Smokeout
November 151130-1 30
Union Foyer
Pick up your survival kit and help
Keep your lungs trt"

ADVERTISING SALES
Increase your marketability
by gaining valuable
■ales experience m college

(NIN. Janes Addiction
Acid House. Nitzer EB8 Etc )

Hey Pledge Educators I
Ever been KIDNAPPED?
The Kappa Pledges wJI be out to get you on
Sun Nov 8 at noon - so be ready to be held lor
ransom I

quality service.

211 West Hall

This weak at Good Tymea
THUR: Alternative Stomp!!!

Hey Ladies, a friend having a birthday, how
about a male dancer? Cal 372-6741.

publishing project*, for quick, economic and

UniGraphics

Theta Chi Delta Zeta
Volleyball Tournament
Saturday Nov 17
10 ■ 2 at Student Rec Center
Theta Chi Delta Zeta

Hey DXA's'
Goodluck in the v-bal tourney
Love, your awesome coaches

Dawn Wifl the moment has arrived'
Oawn Wilt the moment has arrived'
Dawn Wilt the moment has arrived'

Donna Andrew,
You are my everything, you are my life
II you play your cards right.
You'll soon be my wife
Team driving & lifting weights
Are the things we like to do
It doesn't matter what it is
As long as I'm with you
So on your B-Day My Fair Maiden
We have to share a beer
For if my dreams wii all come true
Stevie Jr will soon be here

TERRAPIN WEDGE LIVEI
Coma support us at our
Debut Appearance
Easyatreet Cafe. Fn-Sat
TERRAPIN WEDGE LIVEI

Study in France next year
BGSU credit. BGSU fees
Open to an maiors
Information meeting
Thursday. 11-15.7 00PM
French House

CHI-OMEGA
ANN KLEIStLORI CASE
Happy Late 20th Birthday"
I'm sorry it's so late'
Love. Heather

DONNA ANDREW
Happy 21 st Birthday1
Your first beer. right*>
NOT'
Have a good one1
The Gang

TERRAPIN WEDGE LIVE!
Classic Rock at its lineal
Frl Sat Nov 16-17
Eaaystreet Cafe
TERRAPIN WEDGE LIVEI

GET OUT OF TOWN

LET'S DO FRANCE THIS SUMMER
JOUR 300 APPLICATIONS
for Spring 91
now available in
319 West Hall
Completion ot JOUR/RTVF 103
a 2.7 GPA required

SUBLEASE NEEDED.
AvaaaBle al FOX RUN apartments lor Spring
and or Summer Can Karen 353-9211

Eryka from America
Congrats on your engagement to Tom" Only 1
more spring break of fun"
Love • your ex-roomies

• ROCK THE HOUSE '
HOME AID
Nov. 1 7 • hlortheaat Commons. 7 30 pm
•' DOUGHBOYS '•
CONGRATS ON A GREAT SEASON
(NICE BATTLECRY, TOO!)
"OOOOOHHHHI!"
GOOD JOB'
COACH

Student Legal Services
Now accepting applications lor new
organizations - Cal 2-2951

II

1 Female Roommate • Spring Semester to sublease house Call 354-7172
1 or 2 male roommates needed for spring semester, great location, cheap rent. Ask for Ed
3549729
1A Wanted 1 male to sublease apt for Spring
Sem. Furn. coolrmles . good limes. $125'mo.
plus util 6lh a Elm Troyal 354 7478
2 bdr./4 person apartment available for subleasing In spring. All current occupants
graduating In Dec. Call today! 354-6676.
Apartment for Rent
Call 473-2099. please leave message
Apartment to share
Own room, good rent
Please call 354-5979 MR
Apartment for renl. $235 month
Al Utilities paid
Cal 354-4999. leave message
Cheap Apartment Available for sublease Spring
Semester Cal 354 8095 after 5 00
Female Roommate needed Spring '01
S150/mo. * No Utilities * 1 Bedroom furnished, close to campus 352-2626
Female roommate needed Available Immediately Excellent location Own room, really
nice, reasonable
Cal or leave message
352-5600
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
•91 CLOSE TO CAMPUS NO DEPOSIT!
FIRST MONTH RENT FREE CALL STEP
354 9745
Female Roommate needed tor Spring Semester
1991 Close to campus Contact Tern or Katie
81353-7607
For renl. Own room'bathroom
$150 a month. Very close to campus
Call Kevin 354-479B
Furn - Effic - Util - Furn
Evers - 669-3036

Except Elec - E

Must sublease for Spring 1991 One bedroom.
furnished apartment
Great location
Call
353 7530 Soon"
Need 2 people to sublease until the end of
May only $05O'peraon. Close to campus. Oh
my I What a Bargain for youi CaM SSeVtltt
Needed - One female Roommate Jan. 1. '91.
Two bedroom 153. mo Call Karen 3547519
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY one roommate to fill 2
bdrm apartment furnished Roommate also
needed for Spring Semester Cal Steve or
Chris 354 7 169
One bedroom apt aval for Spring sem. Very
close to campus • Ridge St • $350/mo Cal
Cindy 352-5906 or Valerie 354-6292
Roommate needed for Spring Semester,
apartment close to campus Low cost, fully furnished Cal 354-8776
Subieaser needed. Close to campus Male or
female to live with female smoker w/ cute dog.
Own bedroom Cal 353-2456

